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Abstract

The use cases for Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) range from industrial automation over automotive to search-and-rescue applications. Nowadays these CPSs work either in static networks, like in production lines, or isolated and mobile, as for example Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). The cooperation of mobile CPSs is only possible with very relaxed real-time requirements. For the tight cooperation of mobile CPSs new techniques are needed. The special challenge in such networks is that the communication needs to guarantee hard timing boundaries but also needs to be flexible enough to adapt to changes within the network.

In this work we present an architecture that copes with these networks and their challenges. It consists of four main components: a time synchronization, a real-time networking stack, a scheduling algorithm and a management protocol. As cooperation between mobile CPSs requires feedback loops to be closed via the wireless links, the time synchronization needs to be accurate between several CPSs. To be able to time the execution of tasks as accurate as possible we present a sub-microsecond time synchronization. By utilizing our drift compensation, CPSs can make use of low-cost crystal oscillators without losing timing accuracy.

To make use of such an accurate time synchronization, we present a real-time network stack that incorporates not only the scheduler for the communication but also the scheduler for the execution of tasks. Thus, the jitter a feedback loop experiences is kept minimal. To support the adaption to changes in the network we designed all operations in a way that they introduce a minimum amount of jitter.

This adaption to changes is one of the key requirements to the scheduling algorithm. As the adaption must happen without harming the timings of running real-time application, a novel scheduling approach is necessary. To fulfill this requirement we introduce a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)-model to calculate schedules for the presented real-time network stack. As solving MILP-models is computational complex and CPSs often have only limited computational power, we introduce a heuristic to calculate these schedule with far less effort.

To disseminate schedules to CPSs, we evaluate the applicability of Concurrent Transmission (CT) protocols. All previous research on CT was done on similar hardware. We investigate whether the results of this research can be generalized and point out the differences and similarities. Further, we frame the challenges heterogeneous CT networks have to overcome.
Kurzfassung


Da die Zusammenarbeit zwischen CPSs erfordert, dass Regelkreise über drahtlose Verbindungen geschlossen werden, muss die Zeitsynchronisation zwischen mehreren CPSs sehr genau sein. Um die Ausführung von Aufgaben so genau wie möglich zu terminieren, stellen wir eine Zeitsynchronisation im Submikrosekundenbereich vor. Durch die Verwendung unserer Driftkompensation können die CPSs kostengünstige Oszillatoren nutzen, ohne auf Synchronisationsgenauigkeit zu verzichten. Um die Genauigkeit der Zeitsynchronisation zu nutzen, präsentieren wir einen Echtzeit-Netzwerkstack, der nicht nur den Scheduler für die Kommunikation, sondern auch den Scheduler für die Ausführung von Aufgaben beinhaltet. Dadurch ist der Jitter, der einen Regelkreis beeinflusst, noch geringer. Um die Anpassung an Veränderungen im Netzwerk zu unterstützen, haben wir alle Operationen so konzipiert, dass sie ein Minimum an Jitter aufweisen.


Für die Verbreitung der Schedules unter den CPSs, betrachten wir die Anwendbarkeit
von Concurrent Transmission (CT)-Protokollen. Alle bisherigen Forschungen zu diesem Thema wurden auf sehr ähnlicher Hardware durchgeführt. Wir haben untersucht, ob die Ergebnisse dieser Forschung auch auf andere Hardware verallgemeinert werden können und zeigen die Unterschiede und Gemeinsamkeiten. Weiterhin stellen wir die Herausforderungen vor, die heteroge CT-Netzwerke überwinden müssen.
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1 Introduction

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPSs) are widely used in all sorts of use cases. For now, they work either isolated or in static, often wired, networks. Isolated and mobile CPSs exist in various forms, for example, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) that deliver small packages like medicine to remote places. An example for networked but static CPSs are production lines, where several units work in parallel or series to finish a certain product. These production lines are considered as an example for a so called Cyber-Physical Network (CPN). A CPN typically consist of multiple networked CPSs that execute a greater application.

The use cases of CPSs and CPNs range from factory automation to search and rescue missions in disaster recovery. In their use cases CPSs often perform the exhaustive, tedious, or dangerous tasks, to relieve humans. This is already practiced in daily life and in recent years stationary robots were developed, which are able to cooperate with humans to fulfill their tasks.

The use cases of these robots could be even wider, if they were more mobile and still had the ability to cooperate with each other. One example for such a use case are multiple autonomous UAVs lifting and carrying heavy loads together, balancing the weight between all participating devices. Another use case are mobile manufacturing robots, holding work-pieces while another robots is welding them together.

Ideas like these are emerging together with recent advances in areas like real-time wireless networking [14, 9, 34], indoor localization [39, 63, 45] and the broader use of wireless field buses like WirelessHART (WirelessHART) [24].

Wireless communication, in the previously described use cases, is mandatory, as cables would restrict the flexibility of the robots. In disaster recovery scenarios or other outdoor use cases, there might be a lack of external infrastructure to handle central coordination. Nevertheless, wireless CPNs still need to close feedback loops, with tight time constraints, to guarantee safe operation while for example carrying and balancing heavy loads. To close a feedback loop it is important to transfer the feedback with a minimum delay and even more important with a variance in that delay. The less predictable the delay is, the harder it gets to estimate the error that effects the controlled process at the time the correction variable arrives at its destination. Thus, a real-time transmission of measurement data and actuating values is key. These requirements are not yet met by present protocols.
Initiatives like the DFG Priority Programme Cyber-Physical Networking (SPP 1914)\(^1\) underline that the classical, in other research areas often followed, research objective of increasing the data rates is not sufficient for CPNs.

In this thesis we use a production environment with cooperating, wirelessly connected, mobile robots as the primary use case for our approaches. This use case combines all of the challenges in a way that is very comprehensible. Nonetheless, it is just one use case of many, to which the approaches we introduce in this thesis are applicable to. It needs real-time communication to close feedback loops wirelessly, and enable multiple robots to cooperate in fulfilling a task. This real-time communication needs to guarantee upper bounds of delay and jitter. An application that a group of robots performs jointly typically consists of several smaller tasks that need to be fulfilled. Such a group of robots forms a Task Cluster (TC), Figures 1.1a and 1.1b depict two examples of such TCs. Figure 1.1a shows two TC that coexist and may need to cooperate in the future. A TC is not limited to consist of different robots, it might be one highly modular robot that uses wireless communication between its modules, Figure 1.1c shows how such a TC could look like.

![Figure 1.1: Different TC configurations, (a) shows two TCs consisting of two robots each, (b) shows a TC which combines all robots from (a) into one TC, (c) shows a robot that consists of several wirelessly connected parts forming a TC.](https://www.spp1914.de)

The tasks in an application are spread over several units in a TC and need to be executed in a defined sequence. If parameters in the production do change, this sequence might change. Further, such changes could lead to the replacement of tasks or even whole robots. The challenge for the communication is to adapt to these changes, while guaranteeing safe operation. Thus, the network formed by multiple robots has to work in an ad-hoc manner.

---

\(^1\)https://www.spp1914.de
The demand for an ad-hoc network gets even clearer in an example where robots travel through the production space to transport goods or to get to the next place to do some work. During these travels they will come into proximity of cooperatively working robots. To prevent interference between the different TCs, formed by various robots, the network topology needs to be changed while the real-time communication is ongoing. A combination of both modifications, in the application and changes in the network topology, happens if a new TC is formed from two smaller TCs to fulfill an application. A good example are the welding robots: if the two parts were built in two distanced locations, the carrying robots need to carry the parts to a common location. In that location they need to form one TC and also have to incorporate the robot that welds the two parts. The changes needed, to ensure a smooth operation of the TC, have to be done autonomously, as it is impossible to foresee all variations which can happen to a TC while planning a production.

Such a planned approach would also prevent one of the most important promises seen in such a modular production: the ability to restructure a production space rapidly. This new structure would allow cheaper adjustments to the productions and also allows a speedup in innovation cycles, as the productions could be reassembled without major work in the production space.

The most obvious lack of present wireless networks is the inability to close feedback loops via wireless links. Wireless Interface for Sensors and Actuators (WISA) is the only industrial standard that is specified to close feedback loops but it needs to be manually configured to fit a predefined task in a well known environment. Such a static configuration is incompatible with the goal of self adaptation. The self adaptation is necessary, to guarantee safe operation in changing or unknown environments. To close a feedback loop the main objectives for a network is to guarantee a maximum time that a message needs to reach its destination and to guarantee a certain reliability in the communication.

Research projects that are able to cope with changes in the topology or environment, like the low-power wireless bus [13] by Ferrari et al., do minimize the delay an information needs to travel the network but do not consider the jitter this delay suffers from. In feedback loops a delay can be modeled, the jitter on the other hand in unpredictable and therefore can not be modeled and adds an error into the controlled system.

1.1 Outline

In this thesis we propose an architecture capable of uniting the flexibility of an approach like the low-power wireless bus and the ability to close feedback loops like WISA. In Chapter 2 we detail on the problem statement and the architecture to cope with the presented challenges.
The following chapters describe the details of the four main components of this architecture. Chapter 3 discusses how to synchronize the time on all nodes in a TC to an accuracy to be able to close a feedback loop between these nodes. We propose a sub-microsecond time synchronization protocol that incorporates a drift compensation to allow the use a low-cost crystal oscillators as a time base for the CPSs.

The real-time network stack to close these loops and to transfer the information needed for the time synchronization is introduced in Chapter 4. Its adaptability is a key ability to allow TCs to be formed and to be broke up while performing real-time tasks. The network stack is based on a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) protocol and in contrast to other network stacks able to switch its schedules without introducing unnecessary delay or jitter.

To generate schedules for this network stack, a Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP) model is proposed. This model is able to reschedule a TC if its application changed or even to merge two TCs. It takes care that the network can switch from the old to the new schedule without harming any real-time requirements during the transition. Together with a heuristic, following the same constraints, this model is discussed in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6 we investigate the applicability of protocols based on Concurrent Transmission (CT) to the communication between different TCs. This communication might not need to meet hard real-time boundaries but needs to transfer information, like the new schedule, to all nodes in the current or future TC. As the schedule needs to be known to all nodes prior to joining the TC, it can not be transferred using the real-time communication protocol. CT-based protocols have shown extraordinary performance in disseminating information in a network in a short time with a high reliability. So far all evaluations of CT are based on one specific transceiver. We investigated whether these results can be generalized to other transceivers and which challenges a heterogeneous network has to face.

Chapter 7 summarizes the contributions made in this thesis and gives an outlook on research questions left open and on new ones that emerge from the results we present.
2 Architectural Overview

This chapter gives an overview about the challenges an architecture for networked mobile cooperating CPSs has to face. Further, we propose a system that copes with these challenges. The chapter details on work we presented in [64]. These challenges are discussed in Section 2.1, afterwards we discuss the ability of selected approaches from the literature to solve these challenges in Section 2.2. To handle the discussed challenges, we identify three core operations a network must support, these are introduced in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we present the components of our system and how they interact.

2.1 Problem Statement

The communication architecture needed for cooperating mobile or modular robots has to be flexible enough to adapt to the changes of communication needs that happen in such systems but still has to guarantee the strict real-time requirements tight control loops set. For the following network node or node is used as a synonym for one unit in a TC, for example a robot or a part of a robot, that is connected to a network. In real-time communication TDMA-based protocols are the state of the art. This approach of providing guaranteed time-slots for each transmission is used not only in wireless, but also in wired networks. To guarantee that a time-slot is not used by any other transmission, a schedule is needed that allocates the time-slots to transmissions. Since a transmission is only permitted in a time-slot which has been allocated for it, this guarantees that no transmission finds its time-slot occupied which would lead to a missed deadline. To combine both, the adaptability and the high real-time capabilities which are necessary for the considered CPSs, a scheduling algorithm is needed that generates schedules and resource assignments to allow smooth transitions between old and new schedules and allocations when the topology changes. Resources in this case might mean everything from different frequencies or orthogonal codes over different time-slots in a TDMA schedule to different PHYs. Thus, a schedule in our architecture is multidimensional unlike as in pure TDMA systems where it is just the division of time in time-slots.

Another challenge is that the communication capabilities of the nodes in a network are expected to be heterogeneous. It might happen that a certain part of the robot has not all different PHYs the robot’s main module has. Therefore, the scheduling has to respect such limitations and schedule the communication in a way that all nodes are able communicate as they need to. To schedule a communication the intersection of the available resources to all involved nodes has to be considered.
We use a publish/subscribe architecture for the communication in a TC. Figure 2.1 depicts a TC that consists of two robots, R1 and R2 and one work piece. In this example R2 needs to follow R1, therefore it has subscribed to the speed and the orientation of R1. R1 and R2 are subscribed to the weight of the work pieces, both robots are carrying, which is published by the work piece or some other device as proxy for the work piece. This example does by no means claim to be complete or functional in the real world, it is used to explain the advantages of a publish/subscribe architecture.

All subscriptions are communicated to the scheduler, which, by using this information, is able to decide which information needs to be transferred to which node. In our example the scheduler would know that the speed and orientation of R2 have no subscriber and, therefore, do not need to be transmitted. The same is true for the position and temperature of both robots. As the scheduler would not reserve any resources for the is information, the publish/subscribe architecture helps to conserve resources.

Another advantage is that the scheduler is able to schedule communication to resources to which not involved nodes do not have access to. For example, the work piece might have a communication interface with less features than the robots. With these features the scheduler is able to realize multicast communication over a broadcast medium. This is achieved by scheduling all involved nodes to listen to the same resource at the time the data is transmitted. As other nodes can use the same time-slots for other communications on different resources or shut down their communications to save power, we call it multicast communication. In our example the transmission of the work piece’s weight would be realized as a multicast transmission to both robots. The work piece could go into some sort of sleep state to save power while R1 transmits its speed and orientation.
Such a multicast communication has several advantages, the most important ones are: first, it saves time, as data only needs to be transmitted once. Second, being able to send the same data to different nodes at the same time is beneficial for control loops, several control loops can get their input with the same delay.

In order to guarantee an autonomous operation of a TC there must not be a central management unit. Instead, the communication management needs to be handled decentralized or by one of the nodes inside the TC that is chosen in an ad-hoc-manner. This node is responsible for schedule generation, clock synchronization and communication to other TCs to resolve potential communication conflicts. The mechanism to choose this node is highly application dependent as there might be a node with far more computation power or a better power supply. In other applications it might be beneficial that this node is in a certain geographic position in the network. Therefore, this issue is not in the scope of this work.

One of the key requirements in real-time communication is that a given upper bounds of delay and jitter for communication must not be violated. We define the jitter as the variance of the delay of transmissions. To relax the scheduling we introduce quality of service levels that give different delay and jitter bounds to a transmission. Choosing the most relaxed possible level for each transmission an application can ease the problem the scheduler has to solve.

To guarantee smooth transitions between schedules, great care must be taken not to violate the jitter and delay boundaries between an old and a new schedule.

Merging two TCs can be seen in three abstraction layers, shown in Figure 2.2. On the highest layer two existing TCs are depicted, both consist of two robotic devices. These two TCs need to cooperate to fulfill their application, therefore their schedules need to be merged in order to prevent interference and enable communication between the TCs. In the next abstraction layer the robots are represented by nodes and their application is represented by its communication needs between nodes. Even though, in our example each robot becomes one node, a robot could be a TC on its own and would be represented as several nodes with the communication needs between these nodes. In the third and most abstract layer both TCs are represented as schedules, each slot is reserved for one data transfer between nodes. As TCs might be merged to fulfill an application in cooperation, the communication needs of the application might change as well as the topology of the network. Thus, nodes might need data from nodes that were unknown before. This could lead to the case where multiple nodes need the same data from the same node, e.g. the red and green node need data from the yellow one. By utilizing a publish/subscribe based communication architecture, we are able to identify such cases and join the transmission into one with both nodes listening. Another benefit is that data without any subscribers of other nodes does not need to be scheduled for transmission, which save resources on the communication medium.
In order to reduce the end-to-end delay, the schedule for the network should be incorporated into the process schedule of a node’s operating system. In our case end-to-end delay means the time between the data is produced/measured on one node until it is used by the another node. Such a combined scheduler introduces the benefit, that the sampling of sensor data can be done right before its transmission. Another benefit is that the subscribed task can be scheduled right after the reception of the data. A system utilizing two separated schedulers could easily schedule the sampling of data right after the last transmission of the same data. Such a scheduling would lead to unnecessary delay which could be avoided by integrating the operation system’s scheduler with the network communication scheduler.

The system should feature three distinct traffic classes:

1. **Real-time:** Delay and jitter sensitive data to close feedback loops is sent in this class. The scheduling algorithm schedules transmissions for this data and makes sure requirements for delay and jitter are fulfilled by the network nodes.

2. **Contention:** In industrial applications, monitoring processes is an important use case for the communication infrastructure. Such traffic is not as critical in delay and jitter as the previous class. Therefore, such traffic must not be scheduled and can be handled by a contention-based communication infrastructure. In this class all nodes can employ reserved network resources in this traffic class as needed. However, no guarantees for delay and jitter can be satisfied for this traffic class.
3. **Management**: The scheduling algorithm will further reserve network resources for management traffic. Depending on available network resources, this can be a fixed PHY that only signals management data. Management signalling is used to coordinate TCs. It performs merge and split operations and transmits new schedules in the network. This is a special form of contention traffic as management operations are typically not as time sensitive as control data.

Such a communication architecture requires novel concepts for management operations. These new concepts can benefit from the utilization of hardware features of modern radio chips, in terms of maintaining tight real-time control applications even during changes in network topology.

### 2.2 Related Architectures and Approaches

The field of related areas to networked mobile cooperative robotics is vast, and the communications architectures are diverse. We focus on cooperative & mobile robotics and mobile real-time networking.

#### 2.2.1 Cooperative Robotics

In recent years, major advances were made in the research fields of cooperative and networked robotics. However, the research does not focus on real-time wireless communication. On the one hand there is research focused on wireless communication like the work of Giordano et al. [17]. Research with this focus does not consider real-time communication. On the other hand there is research in the need for real-time communication for cooperative robots like the work of Oung et al. [37, 38]. To realize the communication they go back to wired connections. Disregarding the wireless communication aspect leads to cooperative robots that rely on wired links which prohibits the robots from being mobile, at least in relation to each other. Disregarding the real-time aspect leads to robots that can be mobile but their ability to cooperate is limited, as tight control loops can not be closed between two robots.

One particularly popular application for ad-hoc networked robots are UAVs. Giordano et al. [17] target the challenge of loosing the connectivity inside a wireless network of UAVs. The UAVs in their network are calculating trajectories to maintain network connectivity in a decentralized manner. This even works when some of them are commanded to move to a certain position by a human operator. As Giordano et al. state, UAVs can be used in rescue missions. In this application cooperation between UAVs is required to search large area or even to lift objects that are too heavy to be lifted by one UAV. Especially lifting an object with multiple UAVs requires a tight real-time communication. Such tight and guaranteed interaction among the robots is not available so far and it is also not in the focus of Giordano's work. The methods we propose could enable multiple UAVs to lift one object that is too heavy for a single one. That would extent the range of applications by far.
Modular robots are a special case of cooperative robotics. Every module can be seen as a robot of its own. Multiple modules joined together will act as a larger robot while its parts are just smaller robots in very tight cooperation. Such combinations of robotic modules can often perform tasks which a single robot could not do. An example for highly modular robots is the Distributed Flight Array introduced by Oung et al. [37, 38]. This system is a modular multi-propeller UAV that can assemble itself from multiple single-propeller devices. Communication between the single-propeller devices is realized through infra-red transceivers [37] on each side of the hexagonal platform in the first iteration. In the redesigned platform Oung et al. [38] use pushpins for a direct electric connection. On this connection a data rate of 115.2 kbps is realized. If a wireless real-time communication system as we propose it in this work would be available for use with the Distributed Flight Array the physical connection between the different devices could be omitted. This would enable the devices that they do not have to be attached to each other, but instead they could attach directly to their payload, e.g., at opposite sides. In such a scenario, the payload could be a structural component of the UAV allowing for greater flexibility in applications.

Romanishin et al. [41] present another example for re-configurable robots. The proposed system consists of multiple robotic cubes that move by flipping over their edges via an internal spinning wheel. They plan to use ANTM for inter-cube communication. However, this does not guarantee timing for real-time communication.

While self-assembling robots consisting of small pieces are still futuristic, the idea can be transferred to robots with interchangeable end effectors. Currently, these end effectors communicate mostly over wired connections. A real-time wireless network as proposed by us in this work could offer greater flexibility when connecting different modules. Especially for robots with rotating parts, wireless communication can be of great advantage.

Baillieul et al.[4] forecast a variety of coordinated activities for mobile robotics. They also state that mobility and wireless connection are adding a new dimension of complexity. They identify delay and jitter as challenges for the system but not bandwidth because only tens of bytes are transmitted at a time. Classical buffering cannot be used in this scenario since it likely violates the delay requirements.

The state of the art in cooperative and networked robotics shows two things: First, communication in such robotics is not well investigated but required to reach the full potential of such robots. Second, mobile, cooperative robotics would benefit greatly from our communication architecture and the proposed methods being as modular and scalable as the robotic platforms.
2.2.2 Mobile Real-Time Networking

There is a large variety of Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for wireless real-time networks. Many of them were developed in the realm of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) and related topics. A survey is given by Teng et al. [50]. Their work shows that adaptability is not a requirement in the networks these protocols were developed for. However, enabling mobility and adaptability in real-time wireless networks became a research topic in WSNs recently. Due to the special limitations of WSNs, like the limited power supply, approaches in this field aim to save as much power as possible. So saving power is typically prioritized over meeting real-time requirements as in the work of Nabi et al. [35] and Ferrari et al. [13].

Nabi et al. [35] cluster mobile nodes and assign each node in a cluster to a unique slot. Problems can arise when two clusters move into the transmission range of each other. Therefore, contention based methods like CSMA and slotted ALOHA have to be used in each slot. However, by introducing these methods hard real-time requirements cannot be met.

A system that adapts features of traditional bus systems to a wireless network is presented by Ferrari et al. [13]. They basically try to ignore the mobility of nodes by flooding all messages in the network with an algorithm called Glossy flood [14]. This flooding is performed in a TDMA fashion that make this approach time aware and basically capable of real-time communication. Yet, flooding every message to all nodes in a network has several significant disadvantages. These include the overall load induced into the network and inefficient use of slots, i.e., if they are used to forward messages where no node awaits it in a certain region of the network. The scheme works on a centrally computed global schedule that is distributed for every round. Every node can specify certain traffic demands and request according resources that are then satisfied by a new global schedule. In addition to the slots assigned for specific transmissions, a contention slot is provided that can be used to send the traffic requests. Another method to request a slot is to piggyback the request onto another transmission. Ferrari et al. did not consider situations with two networks that have to join each other to fulfill a task. Another disadvantage is the centralized schedule calculation – that also shows that this approach is designed for a single network in one location. To the best of our knowledge there is no protocol, based on the same principle as Glossy, that considers frequent changes in the network, like the joining of two networks. Most of these protocols are designed to work in classical WSN environments where the network's topology is static. The focus is more on reliable communications than flexibility [27, 31, 48].

The Mobility-Aware Real-Time Scheduling for Low-Power Wireless Networks (MARS) system by Dezfouli et al. [9], is one of the first real-time schedulers that are aware of mobility and able to handle it. The presented system is based on a hierarchical network model with one gateway and several non-mobile infrastructure nodes wirelessly
connected to it. The mobile nodes exchange data with these infrastructure nodes, which then forward the packets towards the gateway. To handle mobility, a mobile node gets a slot at each of the infrastructure nodes at the time it joins the network (on-join reservation). This way it does not matter to which infrastructure node a mobile node transmits data because all of them are waiting for the respective node to transmit. This alone is sufficient to ensure that real-time constraints are met even though some nodes are mobile. However, it is rather inefficient due to the waste of slots which are currently not used by the node. As a result, the cycle time would be unnecessarily elongated. To mitigate this problem, several theorems and rules are postulated.

One downside of MARS is the fact that jitter is not considered at all. The deadlines are said to be met for the nodes which are integrated into the system. But as soon as a new node requests to enter the network, the schedule has to be inevitably re-calculated. This can introduce a large jitter if the old and the new slot are far away of each other in the frame. And it can cause severe errors if the system relies on the exact timing.

A further problem resulting from the hierarchical structure with one single gateway is the length of the paths. Even in a physically meshed network, the usable topology is always a star. This requires every packet to take at least four hops (mobile node → infrastructure node → gateway → infrastructure node → mobile node), instead of only one hop (mobile node → mobile node). Although MARS seems to be a big step towards the right direction, the aforementioned facts are still problematic.

A project that evaluates the fifth generation (5G) of cellular networks for the use in factory automation is Koordinierte Industriekommunikation (KOI). In associated papers [2, 57] the authors present simulations on the physical layer as well as on the system level. They show that with a future 5G radio interface end-to-end delays of less than 1 ms will be possible. Another simulation shows that with Long-Term Evolution (LTE) (4G) such short end-to-end delays are not possible. Here these delays are at 4 ms for semi-persistent scheduling and at 12 ms for dynamic scheduling. The simulations also show that the reliability of both LTE and 5G are suitable to meet $10^{-9}$ block error probability. However, as in MARS there is no investigation on the jitter in the transmission.

One very recent work by Mager et al. focuses on closing feedback control loops over multi-hop wireless networks. The goal is to reach control intervals of tens of milliseconds with low cost, low power wireless technology. To make their system able to cope with imperfections of these communication technologies the authors present a communication protocol, a scheduling framework, and a control design [34]. Baumann et al. details the scheduling in a later work [5]. Even tough the system presented by Mager et al. has to cope many of the challenges we described in Section 2.1, it is not able to handle topology changes or an altering of application parts during operations.

\[^{1}\text{http://koi-projekt.de/}\]
2.2.3 Networked Feedback Loops

A research field that can not be ignored is research that addresses the question: how feedback loops could be closed using packet based networks and some even the internet. Rüth et al. present a concept that splits the control of an process into two parts, the control synthesis and the actual control of the process itself [43]. The control synthesis is a rather complex task in terms of computation but does not have such hard real-time requirements as the actual control. To fulfill both these requirements, the authors suggest to use cloud infrastructure to execute the control synthesis and to use in-network processing to move the actual control task as close to the process as possible. Even though processes controlled by such a system could be reorganized more frequently, due to the elasticity in the cloud computation resources and in-network deployments of the control tasks, this concept is not applicable to our use case, as it relies heavily on infrastructure.

Another approach to networked feedback loops is to adjust the controller to networks temporary performance. Gallenmüller et al. propose to use gain scheduling, which is a way to choose the controller closest to the current operation conditions [15]. The authors explore several parameters a wireless network needs to monitor to enable the gain scheduling to choose the right controller. Gain scheduling seems to be an interesting option to make feedback loops more resilient to the effects introduced by wireless communication. However, in this work we focus on minimizing these effects.

A work more focused on the coexistence of several feedback loops in one network is presented by Rosenthal et al. In [42] the authors propose a way how several feedback loops can share the limited network resources a shared medium offers. It is based on the idea to give each feedback loop a priority. Each controlled process also has a so called quality of control, the goal is to keep the overall quality of control as high as possible. If the network resources get to limited, the quality of control of the least prioritized feedback loops is degraded first. Rosenthal et al. do not consider changing network topologies. The lack of method to communicate to nodes that are not a part of the control system hinders the interference free inclusion of new nodes.

2.3 Task Cluster Management Operations

The main purpose of the proposed real-time networking system is to run control applications enabling mobile robotic devices to cooperate with each other. Therefore, the network must satisfy delay and jitter requirements needed for these types of control loops. To achieve adaptability in a real-time network, without exceeding the jitter and delay bounds, there needs to be a way to add or remove nodes and tasks from or to the network. While adding or removing tasks can be handled by a scheduler almost by itself, altering the nodes in a network is much more challenging. In our case that means adding and removing nodes to the TC. To do so we define three operations: merge,
split and synchronize. The merge operation is used to add nodes, as this adding of a single node is the same as adding of TC with only one node. The split operation can remove nodes by separating one TC into multiple ones. The synchronize operation is smoothing the transition between schedules.

### 2.3.1 Merge Operation

A merge operation is a procedure that combines two disjunct TCs to a bigger new one without harming the running real-time communication. If two TCs have to cooperate to fulfill a task, communication between both is required. Cooperation in this case might mean that two TCs make sure that their real-time communication does not interfere. To accomplish this, the network topology has to adapt to the new situation. We assume that only two clusters are involved at once. To merge several clusters the same process can be repeated until all TCs are merged. When two clusters are merged, the following steps are required:

**Step 1 - Discovery** After mutual detection of the other cluster, both clusters must first assure that the other cluster’s schedule does not conflict with its own in terms of used network resources. Conflicts must be resolved by new schedules that do not conflict when clusters move physically close to each other. Second, the nodes from both clusters must ensure that all nodes are in communication range. A merge operation is now initiated.

**Step 2 - Subscriptions** The information of data a node could publish is forwarded to all nodes in both TCs. The nodes can subscribe to the published data to indicate that the information is needed for future operation. This information is used by the scheduler to plan concurrent transactions on different network resources. Each subscription can define a quality class that limits the maximum jitter tolerable for the control application.

**Step 3 - Schedule calculation** A new schedule is calculated based on the subscriptions gathered in step 2. The scheduling algorithm tries to fulfill all requirements from the subscribers. If multiple subscribers need the same data, the transmissions are combined to a multicast communication which allows reducing the allocation of scarce network resources. Data without any subscription is not scheduled for transmission. If the requirements cannot be met, an emergency schedule is proposed that fulfills the requirements as much as possible.

**Step 4 - Schedule distribution** The new schedule is distributed to all participating nodes. In case of an emergency schedule all nodes have to agree to use it. Using an emergency schedule without consensus may harm the operation or even worse lead to damage of material or humans. If a node disagrees, a new schedule is calculated or the current one continues to be the running schedule, in order to maintain a safe system state.
If no new schedule can be found, the control application must define a new way to cooperate that will result in a different schedule.

**Step 5 - Switching schedules**  The new schedule takes effect at a predefined time in the future. To synchronize the clocks of all participating nodes we present a high precision clock synchronization protocol in Chapter 3. Besides that, switching the schedule must occur instantaneously and not introduce additional jitter to the communication. In Chapter 4 we present a protocol stack that meets these requirements.

### 2.3.2 Split operation

The split operation divides a TC when cooperation between nodes of a TC is no longer needed or possible, e.g., when moving out of transmission range. By just ignoring the resources allocated by tasks that are no longer part of the TC, the system would only need to notify subscribers of these tasks. However, this will waste network resources, as they cannot be allocated again. The difference between a merge and a split operation is that no discovery step is performed and that in both TCs the schedule must be generated separately. In case a node drops out of the TC unexpectedly, the resources can not be reallocated immediately, as it is not guaranteed that this node is not continuing its operation. A future split (or merge) operation will automatically not include a missing node in a new schedule. As the missing node is no longer part of the TC, no other node will subscribe and no transmission will be scheduled.

### 2.3.3 Synchronization

If clusters are merged, they need to be synchronized to a new shared time. Otherwise the transition to a new schedule cannot be atomic. It is further possible that the slots of the running schedules are not aligned, so the phases of both schedules must be corrected to allow for a smooth transition to the new schedule. Care must be taken to not interrupt running real-time communication. It is favourable to synchronize the nodes implicitly by employing already sent data via piggybacking.

### 2.4 Components

In this section we define the main components needed to implement the operations introduced in Section 2.3. To give a better overview of the components and the data they exchange, we depict this information in Figure 2.3. We define the components scheduling algorithm, time synchronization and real-time network management protocol, as follows.

#### 2.4.1 Scheduling Algorithm

The scheduling algorithm has to fulfill all constraints imposed by the communicating nodes with respect to available network resources like bandwidth, channels, and possibly concurrent radio links. A subscriber can request certain data with a defined period,
maximum jitter and maximum delay between the date is created and the subscribing task is scheduled.

In cases where multiple subscribers request the same data but with different periods, jitter or delay bound, the scheduler can use the smallest period and schedule the subscribers in a way that their delay and jitter bounds are met.

The scheduler needs to be able to schedule transmissions in multiple dimensions such as time and channel to fulfill a request with minimum resource usage. For example, it may be more efficient to switch a transmission to a different (frequency) channel instead of waiting for a time slot in the current channel. A channel might be a frequency, a code, a PHY or even a combination of them. Different channels are always assumed to be interference free from each other.

When multiple independent TCs with conflicting schedules meet, the management components trigger a merge operation as described above. During the computation of the new schedule, care must be taken not to violate the jitter and delay guarantees in the old schedules. Therefore, the schedule algorithm must include the old schedules of both TCs in to the computation. Doing so, time slots in the new schedule can align better to the old one resulting in a smoother transition with smaller jitter. In Chapter 5 we introduce two approaches to calculate schedules fulfilling all these requirements, one based on mathematical optimization, the other one based on an heuristic for lower computational complexity.

### 2.4.2 Time Synchronization

To merge two TCs the time must be synchronized between all node in and across both TCs. This is especially important to be able to switch the schedules a the same point in time on all nodes. In applications without any central instance, the TCs most likely will have different time bases. Therefore, their clocks must be aligned to each other.
As clock alignment cannot be done by solely modifying one TC’s clock because this
would violate the real-time guarantees of tasks in that TC, both time bases must be
modified in a way the respects the real-time guarantees each TC gave.

Time slots of schedules in the TCs to merge may not be aligned to each other, see
Figure 2.4. This results in jitter during merging as one TC may need to wait for the
other to finish a slot. Low latency constructive interference communication scheme
like Glossy [14] are able to synchronize time in large scale networks over multiple hops.
By utilizing such an approach several TCs can be synchronized over larger distances
and the need to perform a new synchronization can be reduced.

Synchronization between members of a TC can be realized by a protocol based on
our Precision Time Protocol approach, presented in Chapter 3.
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\[\text{Figure 2.4: Time synchronization of TCs}\]

### 2.4.3 Real-time Network Management Protocol

To support the functions derived above, a management protocol is needed. The man-
agement protocol is used to communicate above TC borders and triggers the operation
described above. As this protocol must not harm running real-time communication,
it should use distinct communication channels or even different PHYs. Including it
into the real-time schedule does not work, TCs have different schedules and time bases.
Therefore, management communication of one TC would cause interference in the
real-time communication of another TC. The management protocol is also used to
handle the publisher/subscriber system and needs to provide the gathered data to the
scheduler. The resulting schedule will be distributed in the network using the same
protocol.

Figure 2.5 shows a merge operation of two TCs after a new schedule is distributed.
Before the merge operation, both TCs are not in transmission range and therefore use
orthogonal network resources. Orthogonal network resources means, both schedules
are interference free, this might be due to spacial separation or the use of different
channels, codes, PHYs. However, when independent mobile TCs move towards each
other, they can interfere. Before interference occurs both TCs must switch their sched-
ule to the combined one simultaneously. In Figure 2.5 this time is marked by the red
line. The previously orthogonal network resources (left side) from both TCs can be used
more efficiently in the new schedule (right side). In this example, some time slots from
TC\textsubscript{2} can fill the unused slots in the upper network resource. To do so, the scheduler needs to exploit the allowed jitter for the task from TC\textsubscript{2}.

In order to disseminate new schedules as well as the subscriptions as fast as possible to all nodes in a TC or to all nodes in a TC that is just forming, Glossy-based approaches are applicable. Utilizing the constructive interference capability of such approaches may help to reach other TCs earlier than with just one transmitter. We investigate how applicable Concurrent Transmission approaches are for our use case in Chapter 6.

![Merging of schedules](image)

**Figure 2.5: Merging of schedules**

### 2.4.4 Real-Time Networking Stack

This is the core element, all the components discussed above are needed to enable this component guarantee flawless real-time communication between all nodes in a TC within the given bounds. To be able to guarantee certain delay bound the network stack be designed in a way that it does not introduce unnecessary delay between the generation of data and its transmission and between the reception of data and its usage. The other goal of the design of such a network stack is to minimize the jitter it introduces into the whole system. Both can be achieved by incorporating the transmission-scheduler into the task-scheduler of the operation system of the node.

Other needed features of the network stack are seamlessly switching from one to another schedule at a predefined time and switching between different network resources without adding any or adding only minimal jitter to the communication.

To fulfill all these requirements the network stack has to implement the whole range of the ISO/OSI-model, from the application-layer other the network-layer down to the MAC-layer and even the properties of the PHY-layer must be considered. By incorporating the transmission-scheduler with the task-scheduler it reaches into the operation system. In Chapter 4 we introduce our real-time network stack, designed to meet the requirements formulated above.
3 Time Synchronization

As we stated in Section 2.4 a precise time synchronization between TC members is needed to synchronize the execution of tasks on several nodes. From the communication point of view the time synchronization is needed to coordinate the medium access in the TDMA communication. Nevertheless, the application of this synchronization is much broader, as it can be used to synchronize actions nodes perform like lifting a work piece with two robots at the same time. Regardless of the application field, communication or synchronization of actions, a more precise time synchronization will lead to less errors. The most important task of the time synchronization in a TDMA communication is to ensure that all nodes have the same slot start-point, end-points and duration. A more precise synchronization enables smaller guard-times in between transmissions and thereby increases the number of messages that can be exchanged in a certain amount of time. Besides the actual transmission of data the guard-times are the limiting factor to the Round Trip Time (RTT). The time for data transmission depends only on the amount of data and the rate at which the PHY can transfer it. As the amount of data is application depended, reducing the guard-time is an important goal.

We stated above that time synchronization is not only important for the communication stack but also for the application a TC has to fulfill. In recent years multiple research projects and also industry standards approached wireless monitoring of factories or processes [36, 24, 49, 1]. The next step is wireless control of such factories and processes. To do so feedback loops for controllers must be closed over wireless links. Therefore, the time synchronization must be precise enough to allow feedback controllers to be spread over several wireless connected nodes. To accomplish that, several sub-microsecond synchronization schemes were proposed [32, 28, 14]. Most of these protocols do neglect that clocks on modern micro-controllers are drifting compared to each other. This is due to the combination of low-cost oscillators and the Phase Locked Loops (PLLs) used to gain higher frequencies from these oscillators. Both are introducing an error to the clock rate of the micro-controller that lead to the drift between clocks on different nodes.

In this chapter we present a time synchronization protocol based on the Precision Time Protocol (PTP) which we optimized for wireless connections. We focus on the accuracy of synchronization by compensating the clock drift of the nodes. As we discussed in [61], where we first introduced this method, this time synchronization protocol
enables the communication stack to minimize guard times and allows to close feedback loops over wireless links.

### 3.1 Related Work on Time Synchronization

In this section we give a brief overview of sub-microsecond synchronization protocols for wireless networks. Further, we describe PTP briefly to give the reader a background for the remainder of this chapter.

#### 3.1.1 Precision Time Protocol (PTP)

PTP is a time synchronization protocol aiming at Local Area Networks (LANs) and providing microsecond accuracy, other than Network Time Protocol (NTP) which is used in the Internet and provides millisecond accuracy. It is standardized as IEEE 1588/IEC 61588 [21]. Although the protocol does not limit the medium to Ethernet, almost all implementations use it. But there are also working implementations using IEEE 802.11, for example [25]. When the protocol is started, the Best Master Clock (BMC) algorithm is started. Every node announces the capabilities of its clock in order to choose the best one among them as the master clock.

The messages exchanged to synchronize the clocks between the master and its slaves are depicted in Figure 3.1. The master occasionally multicasts a \texttt{SYNC} message to its slaves. The slave then records the reception timestamp $t_1$ as early and close to the hardware as possible. To do this, either a hardware timestamping unit inside the Network Interface Controller (NIC) can be used if available, or this can be done in software in the MAC layer. The master has to prepare the message and write the actual timestamp into the \texttt{SYNC} message at that time. Due to processing time, medium access, and propagation delay, sending timestamp $t_0$ is not precise. To mitigate this issue, a \texttt{FOLLOW_UP} message is sent afterwards. It contains the exact sending time as it has been recorded by the hardware or, if not available, by the Interrupt Service Routine (ISR) processing the TX-complete interrupt. The choice between hardware timestamping (if available) and software timestamping has a large impact on the possible precision. According to [10], software only solutions reach a precision of 5 to 50 $\mu$s, while hardware supported implementations reach a typical precision of $\pm 60$ ns. Having now acquired both timestamps $t_0$ and $t_1$, the slave can calculate its offset to the master. Yet, this has the error of the propagation delay $\tau_{prop}$ which has to be subtracted in order to get the correct value. To determine $\tau_{prop}$, the slave sends a \texttt{DELAY_REQUEST} message to the master. This answers with the reception timestamp $t_3$ in the \texttt{DELAY_RESPONSE}. Now knowing all the relevant information and assuming a symmetric delay, the slave calculates its propagation delay to the master. Both $\Omega$ and $\tau_{prop}$ are noted and the slave can correct its clock to be in sync with the master. Where $\Omega$ is the offset of the slave’s clock.
Master Slave
SYNC($t_0$)
FOLLOW_UP($t_0$)
DELAY_REQ

$\Omega = t_1 - t_0 - \tau_{prop}$

$\tau_{prop} = \frac{t_1 - t_0 + t_3 - t_2}{2}$

DELAY_RESP($t_3$)

Figure 3.1: Messages exchanged in PTP

3.1.2 Glossy

Glossy is an efficient network flooding protocol proposed by Ferrari et al. [14]. Due to its special flooding mechanisms it also brings a synchronization protocol. The idea in Glossy is to forward certain packets as fast as possible without further processing. Thus, the time a node needs to forward a packet is constant and the error added in a multihop network can be predicted. Another advantage of constant packet processing times is the ability to transmit the packets by different nodes at the same time. This is only true if all nodes transmit the same data. Due to this ability there is no need for a MAC for this packet, this eliminates the delay introduced by clear channel assessments. Ferrari et al. do not propose a protocol for time synchronization but an implicit synchronization based on packets transmitted for other reasons. In their evaluation Glossy was able to synchronize a network with 8 hops with a mean signed deviation of 0.4 µs.

Although Glossy seems to be an elegant approach to time synchronization in wireless networks it suffers from some conceptional disadvantages. Due to the elimination of clear channel assessments it is not able to coexist with other networks in the same area and frequency. Another disadvantage is the need of precise crystal oscillators to meet 0.5 µs slot accuracy with all nodes that should transmit the same packet.

3.1.3 TPSN

TPSN [16] was one of the first time synchronization protocols designed for wireless networks. It works in two phases: first the fixed hierarchical structure is build up across the whole network. In the second phase a two-message protocol is used to synchronize the nodes pairwise among the edges. Thus, the synchronization propagates through the network. In comparison to Glossy, TPSN uses unicast messages, not broadcast,
to synchronize the pairs. The authors state that TPSN synchronizes a network with a precision of 20 $\mu$s, which does not meet the sub-microsecond barrier.

### 3.2 Time Synchronisation Protocol

In this section we describe our optimization to PTP and the design decisions that led to them in detail. As our main goal was to meet the requirements of wireless networked feedback loop controllers, we focused on the synchronization accuracy of our protocol. To do so, we had to put other possible goals out of focus. As discussed in Section 2.1 we assume that all nodes of one TC are in transmission range of each other. Therefore, multihop connections are not considered in our protocol. As a PHY we use the DW1000 by DecaWave [12]. This chip was designed for indoor localization applications and, therefore, has an internal clock with a resolution down to several pico seconds and other features that we use to synchronize the time on different nodes. Its transmission range of up to 250 m supports the assumption that multihop connections are not needed [12]. It is quite unlikely that a feedback loop controller is spread over more than 250 m and still needs a sub-microsecond synchronization. The DW1000 implements the Ultra Wide Band (UWB) PHY of IEEE 802.15.4, which uses a frequency band from 3 GHz to 6 GHz.

As explained Section 3.1.1 in PTP is a time synchronization protocol designed to work in wired LANs. It supports two mechanisms of timestamping packages: software timestamping by the Operation System (OS) kernel and hardware timestamping by the NIC. The DW1000 supports hardware timestamping of received packages, therefore we utilize this feature in order to adapt PTP to our requirements and thereby achieve an improved performance.

Like PTP our protocol has one master and several slaves. The master is used as the reference for all its clients and has to know which nodes are its slaves. This knowledge is distributed by the management protocol.

To initiate a time synchronization the master sends a SYNC message via multicast to its clients. This is done periodically to keep all nodes synchronized. The slave records the timestamp of the reception ($t_1$) with the timestamping unit in the DW1000. This guarantees a minimum error in the timestamping. In PTP the master would send a FOLLOW_UP message that contains the timestamp of the transmission ($t_0$) of the SYNC message. We do not need this FOLLOW_UP message, as we utilize the delayed transmission feature of the DW1000. To do so the master prepares the SYNC message with the timestamp $t_0$ when it wants to transmit this message and hands it over to the DW1000. Afterwards the DW1000 is advised to transmit this message at this exact timestamp. The DW1000 will transmit the message at that point in time without any further interaction with the micro-controller. By utilizing a TDMA network protocol as described in Chapter 4 the medium can be assumed free at this time, as the synchronization messages are embedded into the schedule.
It needs to be ensured that $t_0$ is far enough in the future to finish all necessary preprocessing of the SYNC message until $t_0$. This timestamp is precise due to the fact that the clock triggering the transmission is running inside the DW1000 and all computation needs be done beforehand [12]. In Figure 3.2 the removed FOLLOW_UP message is marked in red and dashed.

As the slave has recorded $t_1$ and reads $t_0$ from the SYNC message, it calculates its offset $\Omega$ to the master.

$$\Omega = t_1 - t_0 - \tau_{prop}$$

(3.1)

The propagation delay $\tau_{prop}$ still needs to be determined in the way originally intended in PTP. Thus, DELAY_REQ and DELAY_RESP messages are exchanged just like in PTP.

### 3.2.1 Master Selection

In a TC nodes might have heterogeneous clock accuracy, in this case PTP’s Best Master Clock algorithm can be implemented. For this work we used STM32f407 microcontrollers without an external reference clock. As it can be assumed that all clocks are of the same accuracy in such a homogeneous network and without a way to determine the accuracy of each node’s clock, we had to implement our own master selection.

After a node is started, it listens for SYNC messages for a certain time. If that node does not receive any SYNC messages while it is listening, it starts transmitting SYNC messages and is therefore the master. If, on the other hand, a SYNC message is received the node becomes a slave by using the information in the received message. To resolve the conflicts in case several nodes start at the same time, all nodes will prefer the SYNC message with the lowest destination address.
3.2.2 Drift Compensation

As we stated before, PLLs and low cost oscillators add an individual error to each node’s clock. This results in a drift between the clocks of these nodes and finally a drift between timed task executions on theses nodes. The magnitude of this error is determined in Section 3.3. This section describes how we mitigate the drift between nodes in the network. We designed our drift compensation in a way that does not require any extra communication between the nodes, as described in [61].

All synchronization clients measure the time span $\Delta T_{Rx}$ between the reception of two SYNC messages. This is the time between two instances of $t_1$ from Figure 3.2. Equation (3.2) gives the this time span with $n$ as a SYNC message interval counter.

$$\Delta T_{Rx} = t_1(n) - t_1(n-1) \quad (3.2)$$

To calculate the drift to the clock master, the client compares $\Delta T_{Rx}$ with the time span between the transmission timestamps $\Delta T_{Tx}$ of the SYNC messages.

$$\Delta T_{Tx} = t_0(n) - t_0(n-1) \quad (3.3)$$

Where $t_0$ is the transmission time stamp as in Figure 3.2 and $n$ is the SYNC message interval counter. The difference $\Delta T$ between $\Delta T_{Rx}$ and $\Delta T_{Tx}$ gives the drift of the two clocks over the SYNC message interval. A $\Delta T$ closer to zero means less drift between the clocks.

$$\Delta T = \Delta T_{Rx} - \Delta T_{Tx} \quad (3.4)$$

3.3 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the accuracy of our time synchronization protocol. All experiments were performed in the setup shown in Figure 3.3. To have reproducible results throughout the whole evaluation we used Node0 as the master node. Node0 generates a reference signal by toggling a GPIO which is wired to a GPIO of all clients. This signal has a frequency of 1 Hz. The clients, Node1 and Node2, have an interrupt enabled on the GPIO the signal is wired to. Every time Node0 toggles the GPIO it records the timestamp. These timestamps are collected by a logging PC that is connected with the nodes via Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART). At Node1 and Node2 a timestamp is recorded each time the interrupt is triggered by the signal. After collecting these timestamps on the logging PC they can be compared with the ones from the master. The wired trigger signal was chosen to minimize jitter and delay in the reference.

All communication needed to synchronize the clocks of the nodes is wireless. The wired connections are not used to benefit the synchronization of the nodes in any way.
### 3.3.1 Ground Truth

In order to quantify the benefit achieved by our synchronization protocol between our evaluation nodes we take a ground truth measurement of the drift between the clock of Node1 and Node2 relative to Node0 without any synchronization. The results are shown in Figure 3.4.

From the results of the experiment we get two main observations: first the drift of the clocks is constant over time, as Figure 3.4 shows two straight lines. The second observation is that the drift differs a lot between nodes, Node2 drifts almost twice as fast as Node1. In our experiment we measured a relative clock error of 1.6 µs/s for Node1 and 2.8 µs/s for Node2. The results shown in Figure 3.4 underline the need for a drift compensation to achieve a sub-microsecond synchronization. As the drift of Node1 is 1.6 µs/s and for Node2 even worse with 2.8 µs/s, a SYNC message interval of less than one second would be necessary for the needed accuracy.
3.3.2 Time Synchronization without Drift Compensation

To evaluate how accurate our synchronization is without the drift compensation we used the same setup as in the ground truth measurement but enabled our synchronization. In order to limit the overhead of the synchronization to a reasonable amount we chose $1\, \text{Hz}$ as the synchronization frequency. As Figure 3.5a shows the drift is still notable but it is around a constant offset of $0.5\, \mu\text{s}$. The measurements form a saw-tooth like shape. This is due to the fact that every SYNC message brings the clocks in sync and afterwards they are again drifting apart. The overlapping of the saw-tooth signal is due to the low sampling rate of $1\, \text{Hz}$. The measurements between the saw-tooth slopes most likely result from small variations in the sampling frequency. We only show a five minute slice of the half hour experiment to make the figure more clear. For Node2, shown in Figure 3.5b, the results are similar to Node1 but with a smaller offset.

![Figure 3.5: Exemplary five minutes slot of the 30 minute clock drift measurement with clock synchronization. The drifting clocks are still notable by saw-tooth like shape of the measurements](image)

The mean absolute offset of the synchronization is $0.54\, \mu\text{s}$ for Node1 and $0.33\, \mu\text{s}$ for Node2. As the mean absolute offset is below one microsecond our system is able to synchronize drifting clocks in a sub-microsecond manner. The Standard Deviation (SD) of the offset is $0.411\, \mu\text{s}$ for Node1 and $0.406\, \mu\text{s}$ for Node2. Although the mean absolute synchronization error is below $1\, \mu\text{s}$ there are still some outliers that exceed the $1\, \mu\text{s}$ boundary. The saw-tooth shape means that tasks close to a SYNC message are better synchronized than the ones more far away. Tasks right before a SYNC message suffer from the biggest synchronization error which still might be more than $1\, \mu\text{s}$. 
3.3.3 Time Synchronization with Drift Compensation

The results in Section 3.3.2 show that our synchronization is able to synchronize nodes on a micro-second level. Nevertheless, the drifting clocks inhibit that the synchronization stays in the micro-second range for the whole measurement. To overcome this drift we use our proposed drift compensation from Section 3.2.2. The following evaluation uses the same parameters as the prior one but has the drift compensation enabled. As Figure 3.6 shows, there is no more slope in the clock offset, therefore the clock drift is compensated by our proposed drift compensation. This result is supported by smaller mean absolute offsets: 0.19 $\mu$s for Node1 and 0.22 $\mu$s for Node2.

![Figure 3.6](image-url)

Figure 3.6: Exemplary five minutes slot of the 30 minutes clock drift measurement with clock synchronization. The drifting clocks are compensated and most measurements lie on a horizontal line near zero.

In Figure 3.6b there is time span between 370 s and 400 s with a bigger synchronization error. As this happened to both nodes in irregular periods and with various duration, we assume this to be caused by packet loss due to interference.

3.4 Conclusion

The evaluation showed that our synchronization protocol is able to synchronize nodes on a sub-microsecond level. We achieved this by utilizing the features of our hardware and were able to reduce the amount of messages needed for synchronization compared to PTP. By introducing a drift compensation we made our approach applicable for nodes with low-cost crystal oscillators. The mean absolute error was 0.19 $\mu$s. With such an accurate synchronization guard times in the TDMA communication can be reduced to a minimum. The other advantage of an accurate synchronization are smaller errors in the timing of feedback control loops which will result in smaller errors.
## 4 Real-Time Networking Stack

In this chapter we present our design of a TDMA network stack, capable of maintaining real-time communication even if the topology changes. As discussed in Section 2.1 maintaining real-time communication gets much more challenging if parts of the network’s topology or parts of the network’s traffic patterns change. To adapt to such changes the TDMA network stack needs to be able to apply a new schedule with no or very limited extra delay and jitter. In the following we discuss the abilities of several state of the art network stacks, focusing on their ability to adapt to changes in the network. Afterwards, we detail the architecture of our network stack, as presented in [62], in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 evaluates how well the network stack performs in stable network and also how well it adapts to changes.

### 4.1 Related Network Stacks

To structure this section, we separate industrial standards from academic research projects in two section. This is to give a better understanding what the industry is working with at the moment and what academic research is proposing to overcome future challenges.

#### 4.1.1 Industrial Standards

ISA100.11a [1] is an industry standards that is based on the low-power wireless standard IEEE 802.15.4 [23]. In contrast to IEEE 802.15.4, ISA100.11a incorporates TDMA to achieve better real-time capabilities than IEEE 802.15.4 in its beacon enabled mode. It is not applicable to factory automation applications as its time-slots are longer than 10 ms [59].

WirelessHART is the wireless extension the Highway Addressable Remote Transducer (HART) standard. It specifies a self organizing mesh network that connects field devices via a robust, wireless communication stack. WirelessHART is based on IEEE 802.15.4 with a TDMA protocol that has fixed 10 ms slots. This TDMA protocol substitutes the token passing mechanism in HART. In terms of mobility, WirelessHART does support mobile handheld devices for diagnostics. Yet, it is not designed to support feedback loops while the network topology is changing [26]. WISA is the only standard designed to be used in factory automation [59]. It utilizes IEEE 802.15.1 [22] as a
PHY and achieves time-slots lengths below 10 ms. Therefore, it is able to close feedback loops over its wireless connections. By aiming for the highest possible timing accuracy and shortest time-slots, the adaptability of WISA is very limited. WISA is mostly used in fixed production cells with a fixed number of nodes and a fixed task to fulfill.

### 4.1.2 Other research

The MARS system by Dezfooli et al. [9] is one of the first real-time schedulers that is aware of mobility and able to handle it. The presented system is based on the hierarchical network model of WirelessHART [26] with one gateway and several non-mobile infrastructure nodes wirelessly connected to it. The mobile nodes exchange data with these infrastructure nodes, which then forward the packets towards the gateway. To handle mobility, a mobile node gets a slot at each of the infrastructure nodes at the time it joins the network (on-join reservation). Therefore, it does not matter to which infrastructure node a mobile node transmits data. This is rather inefficient due to the waste of slots currently not used by the node and this lowers the scalability.

Thaskani et al. [51] published a mobility tolerant TDMA-based MAC-protocol for WSNs in 2011. Their MAC-protocol clusters the nodes and can handle intra-cluster as well as inter-cluster mobility with the drawback of several seconds delay in case of topology changes. This introduces jitter which is too large by several orders of magnitude for most industrial real-time applications.

In 2012, Ferrari et al. [13] published their Low-power Wireless Bus (LWB) which builds upon “Glossy” [14]. It can handle node mobility and has a very high delivery probability achieved by the use of both TDMA and flooding. The LWB is targeted more towards classical WSN applications, not to industrial automation scenarios [13].

The GINSENG project [36] bases on the IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer and was designed for refinery surveillance. The so called GinMAC protocol uses a single-channel TDMA schedule with a predetermined sender and receiver for each slot. Changing the deployed schedule during operation is not supported.

All the presented work does not consider the jitter of packet delivery, whether it is introduced by packet loss, routing decisions, rescheduling, or the processing of the packets itself. This negligence of the jitter in networks that are designed to be used in closed loop controllers leads to serious problems during their implementation and operation.

### 4.2 Architecture

As the discussed state of the art shows, all approaches lack either the ability to guarantee timings accurate enough to close feedback loops over their links or they lack the ability to adapt to changes in the network’s topology, needs of the applications or the environment. To combine both abilities we propose our TDMA network stack, that is
on the one hand flexible enough to allow the changes that occur in the applications but still is strict enough on its timings that feedback loops can be closed. In this section we describe the architecture of our TDMA network stack. Figure 4.1 depicts the different components and the flow of information between them. The proposed network stack is an enhancement to the Free Real Time Operating System (FreeRTOS), all its components, but the Node Scheduler, are implemented as standard FreeRTOS tasks.

4.2.1 Application Layer

We decided not to introduce a special layer for tasks that need to access the TDMA stack. The reason was to keep the application development as simple as possible. All tasks registered to FreeRTOS can use the stack. The only restriction a developer has in the design of a task is timing wise. Each task has to finish its execution in its assigned time-slot and needs to provide the data to the network stack. Otherwise the network stack is not able transmit the data to the receivers.

4.2.2 Time Synchronization

To synchronize the time on all nodes in a TC we use the synchronization protocol presented in Chapter 3. The synchronization never modifies any system timer, this way timed executions are never lost because the time was reset ahead the time of that executions. To synchronize the time on several nodes, an offset ($\Omega$) and drift factor ($\Delta T$) to the master’s time is calculated as described in Section 3.2 and Section 3.2.2 accordingly. The drift factor is multiplied with the time span between the current time and the
planed execution time, the result gives the time span at the node. The offset is added to this time span, this gives the time the node has to execute the task.

\[ T_e = (T_n - t) \times \Delta T + \Omega \]  

Where \( T_e \) is the execution time at the node, \( t \) is the current time at the node and \( T_n \) is the synchronized time. Thus, all nodes will execute their tasks at the right time according to the master’s time, even though their system timers might tell a completely different time. The offset and drift factor is updated each time the a synchronization is performed.

We implemented the time synchronization as a FreeRTOS task, therefore it can be embedded into the TDMA schedule of the TC. The frequency of re-synchronization has to be adjusted to the application’s needs.

### 4.2.3 Node Scheduler

The **Node Scheduler** is responsible to take the schedules generated for the whole TC by the scheduling algorithm discussed in Chapter 5 and break it down into a schedule used on the node it is executed on. Further, it has to ensure that all tasks are executed at the right time and are stopped if they exceed their limit.

To achieve the most accurate timing for the execution of the tasks we had to replace the FreeRTOS scheduler. The standard FreeRTOS scheduler is working with 1 ms time slices. As it operates on the FreeRTOS system timer, which is not modified by our synchronization, the timing accuracy could not be higher than 1 ms.

Another reason to exchange the FreeRTOS scheduler was, that it works purely on the priorities of the tasks. It schedules the task with the highest priority that is in the so called **READY**-state and therefore waiting for execution. Such a model works well on isolated nodes where not all tasks are executed periodically and some are more important to be executed than others. In our applications all task need to be executed in order to fulfill the need of the application, as we discussed in Section 2.1.

To synchronize the medium access of all nodes in a TC and to achieve a smaller jitter between the aggregation/processing of data and its transmission/reception, we chose to combine the communication and processor scheduling. This way we can guarantee timings between the, e.g., measurement of a value and its transmission and also between its reception and its processing. Therefore, timings between the aggregation and the processing can be guaranteed which is necessary to be able a close a feedback loop over a wireless link.

How such a combined schedule looks like is depicted in Figure 4.2. It shows two rounds of the same schedule which in this case consists of three slots. We implemented the TDMA stack on the same hardware as the time synchronization presented in Chapter 3. Therefore, we can use the delayed transmission feature of the DW1000 to transmit
packets at an exact point in time. By utilizing this feature for every transmission we free the CPU from any work related to the transmission during the transmission time. Therefore, we start the execution of a task before the transmission of the prior task’s data is finished. This can be seen in Figure 4.2 in the first time-slot, the transmission of task2’s data starts at $t_0$ and lasts as long as the orange bar, the computation of task0 starts at $start_0$, its worst case execution time is represented by the red bar.

A task that is supposed to transmit its data in the second time-slot will be scheduled to do its computation in the first time-slot. Therefore, the computation time-slot CPU0 of task0 is the one time-slot right before its transmission time-slot AIR0, where the data of task0 is transmitted. To minimize the delay between the computation and transmission of data even further the computation does not start at the time-slot’s start. It is timed based on its worst-case runtime before the end of the computation time-slot. That way it is guaranteed that the data is ready to be transmitted at the beginning of the transmission time-slot and that it is as recent as possible. To keep application development simple we use the vanilla FreeRTOS context switches and its Inter Process Communication (IPC). Our node scheduler notifies the task that is about to be executed next and sets it into READY-state. Afterwards, that task is executed at the time it is timed to.

To set the right task into READY-state the node scheduler must be executed at the beginning of each time-slot. The node scheduler is called by an ISR right at the time-slot start, then it calculates the start time of the task to be executed and sets a timer to wake up the task at that time from another ISR. In Figure 4.3 both ISRs are shown, it also shows $t_I$ the start of the time-slot and $t_{II}$ the start of the execution of the $Task_i$. The node scheduler also calculates $t_{IV}$ the transmission timestamp for the packet which $Task_i$ might transmits.
As \( t_{II} \) is calculated by Equation (4.2), where \( w \) is the worst-case runtime of the task, this worst-case runtime must be given by the application developer (or otherwise determined).

\[
    t_{II} = t_{IV} - w
\]  

(4.2)

Due to the fact that the runtime of tasks might differ for each execution, \( t_{III} \) might differ as well. By utilizing the delayed transmission feature of the DW1000, varying runtimes do not affect the transmission time. As long as the data is ready before the pre-calculated transmission timestamp, the radio ensures that the data is transmitted at that timestamp.

By combining the communication and processor scheduler into the node scheduler, we achieved the goal of minimizing the delay and jitter which our communication stack adds to a feedback loop. To achieve the goal of allowing our TDMA network stack to adapt to changes of every property of the network’s configuration, it must be able to switch the schedule during runtime with the least additional jitter possible. Switching the schedule must happen at the same time on all nodes in a TC, otherwise interference and packet loss will occur, as several nodes might transmit in the same time-slot. This has to be avoided by all means. We use a designated message to signalize at what time all nodes have to switch the schedule. This message specifies the transition time and the schedule to switch to. This cannot be done during an ongoing schedule cycle but only at the end of a round and thus, in the example from Figure 4.2, \( t_0, t_3 \) and \( t_6 \) are valid transition times.

### 4.2.4 UWB-PHY Layer

As mentioned in Chapter 3 we are using the DW1000 as our transceiver chip, it implements the IEEE 802.15.4 UWB PHY. UWB is more robust against narrow-band interference than communication standards utilizing narrow-banded channels. Such narrow-banded interference are common in factory automation scenarios due to electromagnetic emissions originating from welding machines, generators etc.
The DW1000 was originally designed for indoor localization applications, to perform accurate time of flight measurements it is equipped with a high resolution clock. This clock runs with a resolution of 15.65 ps and is able to timestamp packet reception with this clock. An even more useful feature is the delayed transmission which uses the same clock to trigger the transmission of a packet that was previously loaded into its packet-buffer and configured to be transmitted at that time. We use both of these features heavily, the latter one allows to reduce the guard times between slots and to free the CPU during the transmission. The reception time-stamping is used in the time synchronization discussed in Chapter 3.

4.2.5 Network Layer

Figure 4.1 shows the network layer as the central instance which organizes all communication of that system. It provides the connection between all the components described above and controls the transmission and reception of all tasks. In this section we describe how packets are received by the transceiver and how they are passed to the tasks that are subscribed to the data included in that packet. Further we describe how tasks hand data over to the transceiver so it transmits them.

Whenever a task is scheduled to use the CPU, it is allowed to transmit data at the beginning of the next time-slot. The data has to be passed to the network layer before the current time-slot ends, so the network layer can prepare the packet including this data. Do to so the network layer needs some additional information, which is used to format a packet like shown in Figure 4.4. That newly constructed packet is then encapsulated in an IEEE 802.15.4 frame to stay compliant to the standard. Together with the transmission timestamp this frame is then given to the PHY, described in Section 4.2.4.
The protocol field is used to distinguish whether a packet is used for time synchronization or to transmit data generated by an application of the TC. For there are only these two protocols defined. To have the opportunity to add more protocols in the future we reserved a few extra bit in this field. To distinguish different messages for different purposes in a protocol we use the message type. For now four types have been defined:

- **Schedule-change-request**: Requests other nodes to change the current schedule to the one defined in this message.
- **Sync-beacon**: Periodically sent by the master of the time synchronization.
- **Sync-delay-request**: Request to the master to start propagation delay measurement.
- **Sync-delay-response**: Response of the master to the sync-delay-request.

As we stated in Chapter 2 we use a publish-subscribe mechanism to decide which data needs to be delivered to which task. To make sure all subscribers receive the packet at the same time, all packets are sent to the broadcast address of IEEE 802.15.4. All task in a TC have a unique source port that they use to publish data. The destination port is a number to which tasks subscribe to, this enables the network layer to deliver the same data to different tasks at the same time without additional communications. Being able to deliver the same data at the same time to different tasks on different nodes is especially handy if several task need data from the same task and need to act according to this data simultaneously.

One drawback of this mechanism is that it needs a large centralized packet buffer on each node. This buffer has to store the data until each subscribed task had the opportunity to process the data. To keep memory usage and processing time as constant as possible we use a ring buffer to store all received packets. Using dynamically allocated memory could lead to an unpredictable runtime of the allocation. As the whole design of this network stack is based on the idea of predictable runtimes in any component, dynamically allocated memory was therefore not an option. The space in a ring buffer has to be defined at compile time, therefore a central buffer would introduce the risk that data was overwritten before it was processed by all subscribers. To overcome this we use a separate ring buffer for each destination port. The size of each ring buffer can be chosen by the developer of the application. That way it is up to the developer to decide how many old instances of the data are needed and after how many new instances the old one is overwritten. Another advantage of our ring buffer concept is that the system cannot be affected by a lack of memory caused by tasks that do not free the buffers after they processed their data.
In order to subscribe to a certain port, tasks need to register to the network layer for this port. Packets received with this destination port are copied into the ring buffer. Afterwards, the tasks are notified that new data is available. When the task is executed the next time, it can process the payload of the received packet.

To publish data into the network, a task has to notify the network layer about the address and the length of the data. Additionally, destination port, protocol and message type need to be provided. The source port is included by the network layer based on the task it is notified by. The transmission timestamp is provided by the node scheduler for that task.

4.3 Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of our system we chose two main metrics: the timing accuracy of task execution between different nodes and the packet loss the system suffers from under different configurations. The first metric shows how much additional jitter and delay a feedback loop has to expect if it is closed via our TDMA network stack. The second gives an estimation on the reliability of links between nodes in a TC.

4.3.1 Evaluation Setup

To measure the timing accuracy we used a network of four nodes, one master and three slaves. The example application is to simultaneously set a GPIO high at all three slaves 5 ms before the master does the same. This mimics an application where sensors must be read at the same time on different devices and the master uses the collected data to control a process. To ease the measurement of the timing accuracy we used a GPIO and let all clients act in the same slot.

The timings were measured by BeagleLogic\(^1\) connected to the GPIO of all nodes. To have a good resolution of the different timings the BeagleLogic measured with a sample rate of 100 MSps. The setup is shown in Figure 4.5.

\(^1\)https://github.com/abhishek-kakkar/BeagleLogic
To make the results of all timings evaluations comparable, we use schedules of four slots of 5 ms, so a frame is 20 ms long.

### 4.3.2 Single Node Timing Accuracy

The easiest form of a feedback loop is one that is closed on a single node, so no network communication is needed. As one would expect this feedback loop to perform best in terms of timing accuracy, we evaluated this case first. The only impacts our system has to such a feedback loop are the time synchronization and the node scheduler. The time synchronization might re-synchronize between two executions and therefore add some jitter. The node scheduler is the component that manages when a task is executed, therefore, the evaluation of this use case gives us insight to the timing accuracy of the node scheduler.

In this evaluation we measured the time between two executions of the same task on one node. To get a better understanding how different master nodes influence the performance of the whole system, we executed this evaluation with each node as the master node.

Figure 4.6 depicts the results to this evaluation. Each of the four figures shows another combination of master and slave nodes. The y-axis give the time between two consecutive executions of the same task and therefore the length of a frame. In all master-slave combinations the master has the best timing accuracy. The best performance has the network with Node1 as the master, the jitter is only about 1 µs. The worst performance shows Node4 as a master, the network jitters 6 µs. These differences are most likely due to manufacturing tolerances in the crystal oscillator of the nodes.

The results are shown as boxplots but the vast majority of the executions is so close to 19.999 ms that the boxes appear as bars. As the outliers are far more important to this evaluation, we chose to show the whole range of outliers and sacrifice the details of the boxes for this purpose. From the outliers we can determine that the maximum jitter is 6 µs. At a clock rate of 168 MHz these 6 µs are about 1000 cycles. The majority of consecutive executions are performed with a difference below 168 cycles. This jitter most likely results from clock-synchronization-packet loss, floating point accuracy errors in time-base conversion and context switches.

The difference between the ideal frame-length of 20 ms and the measured 19.999 ms is a static offset that might be removed by adding a static amount of cycles to every slot. As we want to give a realistic baseline, we decided against applying such optimizations.

### 4.3.3 Network Timing Accuracy

After showing that our systems is able to execute a given schedule very accurately on a single node, we will evaluate how our network stack performs. This is done by taking the same evaluation setup as before but measure the timing between two different
nodes. We have chosen to measure between the master and the slave nodes. This setup emulates a feedback loop where the slave measures a value on which the master acts. Therefore, the slave is scheduled in the time-slot right before the master, as shown in Table 4.1. As we do not transmit any data from the slaves to the master, all slaves execute their evaluation task at the same time-slot. We chose to leave out the transmission of data as a simultaneously execution of the evaluation task gives us the opportunity to investigate the differences between the different slaves a little more. Additionally, the communication of the data has no impact on the execution timing of tasks. The received data would have an impact on the action the master would take but this is out of the scope of this evaluation. The master node in this evaluation is always Node1 as it had the best performance in the previous evaluation.

For better readability we subtracted the slot length of 5 ms from the delay in the following figures, therefore the displayed delay is negative in some cases.
Table 4.1: The two alternating schedules for each master and slave, showing the position of the evaluation tasks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Slots</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Eval</td>
<td>Sync</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave</td>
<td>Eval</td>
<td>Sync</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Slots</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Master</td>
<td>Sync</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Eval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slave</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Eval</td>
<td>Sync</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.7: Network timing accuracy measurement without schedule or transceiver configuration changes.

For the first evaluation of timings on different nodes we used a static schedule, without any changes in the transceiver configuration or the schedule. The results shown in Figure 4.7 are similar to the ones in Figure 4.6. Node 4 has the most jitter of all slave nodes, with up to 2 µs.

This evaluations can be seen as a base line for the following evaluations. These evaluations show how well our network stack can handle the different changes one can do to a schedule in our system. As we designed the network stack to be able to handle such changes, these evaluations are the most important ones.

In the next evaluation the transceivers had to change their communication channel periodically. In a real-world application this might happen when two TCs need to pass each other in transmission range. To resolve potential interference one of the TC has to change its communication channel.

The third evaluation of network timings will use two different schedules, shown in Table 4.1. We chose to switch these schedules periodically. In these schedules the evaluation task of the master changes from time-slot two to four and the slave’s one from one to three. This changing of time-slots mocks a change in the application of the TC or its topology.
In Figure 4.8 there is a significantly higher jitter as in Figure 4.7. Overall the jitter is about 5 µs, taking the results of Node3 and Node4. To reconfigure the transceiver blocking Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI)-transfers are needed. As these transfer cannot be interrupted to execute the evaluation tasks, they add jitter to the timings each time the configuration is changed. On our prototype hardware, see Figure 4.9, the SPI-bus cannot be clocked faster than 1.3 MHz. A custom PCB with shorter connections between the STM32 and the DW1000 would make faster SPI clock rates possible and thus reduce the jitter introduced by changing the configuration of the transceiver.

To evaluate how our network stack handles changes in the TC’s application or the TC’s topology we ran a continuous timing evaluation while switching the schedule every 10 frames (200 ms). We alternated between the two schedules in Table 4.1.

As the evaluation tasks of the master and the slave stay in consecutive tasks in both schedules, the jitter should not increase significantly. In Figure 4.10 the results of this evaluation are shown. Compared to the other evaluations, there is no significant difference. This shows, that our network stack is able to change schedules without introducing additional jitter.

Concluding the evaluations, we have shown that our system is able to keep the jitter within a range of 6 µs even if changing environments demand a reconfiguration of the radio transceiver – e.g. changing the radio channel – or if the application or the network topology changes and a new schedule needs to be applied.

### 4.3.4 Packet Loss

The prior evaluation shows that the timing accuracy in our system is good, therefore small guard times are possible in our network stack. Another finding was that additional SPI-transfers cause a significant jitter. To investigate why SPI-transfers are such a challenge we performed an evaluation in which we measured the packet loss between the nodes at different payload lengths, time-slot length and guard times.
In this evaluation we used two nodes as senders and one as a receiver, one of the senders was Node1 and also used as time synchronization master. The two senders sent their packets alternating to each other to generate maximal load on the channel. In our evaluation we uses slot lengths from 2 ms to 100 ms, guard times from 10 ms down to 0.5 ms and payload sizes from 1 byte to 111 byte, which is the maximum payload size in our network stack.

The results of these measurements are shown in Table 4.2. Each cell in the table represents the packet loss in 20000 packets. For all combinations with a slot length longer than 4 ms the packet loss is below 0.01%. For 4 ms the packet loss rises only with

![Network timing accuracy measurement with two alternating schedules switched every 200 ms.](image-url)
a guard time of 0.5 ms. The same is the case for 3 ms, the fact that the packet loss is lower than for 4 ms seems to be coincidence. For slot lengths of 2 ms the packet loss rises for all payload sizes, for 74 byte and 111 byte all packets are lost. For a better visualization of the issue we show the last and important five rows of the table in Figure 4.11.

The behavior of loosing large packets in short slots and loosing smaller packets in even shorter slots indicates an issue with short slot lengths and large payload. Taking into consideration that the data rate of our wireless link is 6.8 Mbps the overall duration of a transmission cannot exceed 176 μs. This is, preamble, SFD, header and payload together. Therefore, the explanation for such behavior must lay in the SPI-transfers. As mentioned in Section 4.3.3 the SPI-clock had be reduced to 1.3 MHz to mitigate communication error on the SPI-bus. Therefore, a SPI-transfer for a maximum-sized packet of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slot Length [ms]</th>
<th>Guard Time [ms]</th>
<th>Packet Loss in % for Payload Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 Byte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.075</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.11: Packet loss at the critical configurations. SL stands for Slot-Length and GT for Guard-Time

127 byte takes 0.8 ms together with the SPI-transfer necessary to read or write the packet-buffer this takes longer than 1 ms. Figure 4.12 shows the SPI-transfer captured with a logic-analyzer, the long block on Channel 1 a packet that is written to the transceiver during this transfer the DW1000 IRQ shows a rising edge that indicates the reception of a packet. Thus, the SPI-transfer took way too long to transmit the packet just transferred to packet buffer in time.

Figure 4.12: Screenshot of the logic analyzer showing overloaded SPI

As our network stack transmits all packets as broadcast messages, all nodes have to read the data from the transceivers packet-buffer to decide whether there is a task that subscribed to this message. For our evaluation setup that mean the second sender needs to read the packet sent by the first one. During this time it is not possible to prepare
the packet that need to be sent in the next time-slot. Thus, the packet will not be sent by the second sender and the receiver will count it as lost. Considering a 2 ms long slot there is simply not enough time in that slot to read a 127 byte packet and write one of the same size. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.13, together with a more relaxed situation with a slot length of 5 ms. In the beginning of a slot the receiver has to wait at least for the guard time (GT) and the radio transmission (RX on Air) before it starts to read the packet via SPI (RX on SPI). After reading the packet and writing the new one (TX on SPI). In the upper case, where the slot is 2 ms long, the deadline for the transmission is missed, the deadline \( t_d \) at the end of the guard time is reached before the transfer is finished at \( t_{tx} \). For longer slots, e.g. 5 ms, \( t_{tx} \) is before \( t_d \) and the packet is transmitted at the right time.

Figure 4.13: Analysis of SPI resource utilization timing for different slot lengths. SL stands for Slot-Length and GT for Guard-Time.
Taking into consideration that no retransmissions were made in our evaluation a packet loss below 0.01% is competitive, as most other highly reliable network stacks use several transmissions to achieve the 99.99% packet reception rate [14]. To reduce packet loss for larger packets a PCB that enables higher SPI clock rates would be sufficient.

4.4 Conclusion

In conjunction with the time synchronization we presented in Chapter 3 our network stack introduces adaptability to networks which have previously been known for their static setups, like industrial networks based on TDMA-schedules. This was achieved by designing a node scheduler that combines the CPU and radio scheduler to minimize the jitter between the execution of a task and the transmission of its data. Further, we took great care in the whole design of the network stack to avoid unpredictable computational complexity but use methods with a static and known runtime. By utilizing multicast communication together with a publish-subscribe system and the delayed transmission feature of the DW1000 we are able to deliver data of one publisher to several subscribers on different nodes at the same time. With our approach such networks can be enabled to switch their schedules while maintaining the real-time communication between their nodes. Thus, they are able to adapt to changes in their environment, topology and applications. In a real-world evaluation we measured a total maximum jitter of 6 µs on a single node. The jitter between task executions on different nodes did not exceed 5 µs. Even changing the configuration of the transmitters and the schedule of the networks did not lead to a jitter larger than 5 µs.
5 Adaptive Real-Time Scheduling

The scheduling is one of the most critical tasks in a distributed real-time system, it provides the base for all operations of the system. Although, scheduling of distributed real-time systems is a vastly researched topic, introducing mobility in such systems adds challenges that are not addressed in existing research to date, see Section 5.3. To give a better understanding of these challenges we first declare the problem and reason the assumptions we make in detail in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2 we discuss the constraints a scheduling algorithm has to follow to generate valid schedules and explain them by using an example. Section 5.4 introduces our Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP)-model and its mathematical implementation of the constraints from Section 5.2. We evaluate its computational complexity in Section 5.5. In Section 5.6 we formulate a hypothesis on how a heuristic algorithm should be designed to generate schedules that can be adapted and investigate its validity. To give an alternative with a more foreseeable computational complexity we present a heuristic approach in Section 5.7. Section 5.8 compares the MILP- and the heuristic-based approach and shows the performance of our heuristic.

5.1 Problem Statement and Assumptions

In traditional real-time systems a schedule was calculated once and used until the system got another taskset. To switch the taskset of such systems they were stopped completely and started with the new schedule. Taking mobility into consideration, the assumption that a system can be stopped to load a new schedule is not applicable anymore. Therefore, mechanisms are needed to generate schedules that introduce the changes, needed to adapt to the new situation, without harming the real-time constraints of running tasks.

For our scheduling we assume that a distributed real-time system is a wireless network consisting of several nodes. Each node is capable of executing different tasks but only one of them per time-slot. Nodes can only communicate in a half-duplex manner on one channel in one time-slot but may switch channels between two consecutive time-slots. The whole network on the other hand is able to utilize multiple channels at the same time to transfer data in disjoint sets of nodes.
The problem of scheduling data transfers over multiple channels can be mapped to the problem of scheduling computation tasks to multiple processors. Coffman et al. [8] and Du et al. [11] showed that multiprocessor scheduling of non-preemptive task is NP-Hard. As we assume that the data transfer of a task is non-preemptive, our scheduling problem is NP-Hard as well.

All nodes are able to use the same set of interference free channels. Each channel has the same characteristics for all nodes in the TC. Further, we assume that all channels have the same characteristics. We also assume all nodes participating in a TC to be in each others transmission range, thus all communication is single-hop.

Several tasks from a job, the tasks of a job might be executed on several nodes and have dependencies between each other. Each job has a period which is inherited to the tasks. All jobs of a TC from the set \( \omega \). Jobs might share common tasks, these tasks have the shortest period of all jobs they are participating in. Besides the period \( (P_i) \), each task \( T_i \) has a maximum jitter \( (j_i) \) that describes how many time-slots a task might move between two consecutive executions. Additionally, each task \( T_i \) has a maximum age \( (d_{ij}) \) that describes how many time-slots the task might be executed before a task \( (T_j) \) depending on it. The tasks \( T_i \) depends on are called its dependencies and are stored in \( \Gamma_i \). The matrix \( D \), with dimensions \(|\tau| \times |\tau|\), stores the maximum age \( d_{ij} \) and therefore how many time-slots a task \( T_i \) is allowed to be scheduled before task \( T_j \). All tasks in a TC form the set \( \tau \). The execution time of each task is assumed to be at most one time-slot.

As we assume that the overall job of a system fails if one task is not executed in time we do not implement priorities in our scheduling.

All tasks of all jobs in a system form a directed graph without circles. This graph might have several entry tasks and leaf tasks. Each job in this graph forms a so called path that might have several entry tasks but only one leaf task. Entry tasks are tasks without dependencies, they form the set \( E \). Leafs tasks are tasks without depended tasks, all leaf tasks form the set \( L \).

The number of time-slots in which the schedule is not repeated is called Hyperperiod \( (H) \). It is defined as the least common multiple of all periods of jobs in \( \omega \).

We differentiate between time-slot and slot, a time-slot is a certain portion of time that has a defined start time and end time, all time-slots are of the same length. A time-slot can inhabit multiple slots, as a slot is a time-slot on a certain network resource. Therefore, a time-slot consists of as many slots as interference free network resources are available. An example for interference free network resources are the channels a communication standard defines. In a system with only one communication standard that defines three channels, each time-slot would consist of three slots.

Two tasks are called intersecting if they have common communication partners. This is the case if they have a direct dependency to each other, they are depending on the same task or they have the same depending task. Intersections between tasks are stored
in the matrix $I$ with the dimensions $[|\tau| \times |\tau|]$.

Table 5.1 gives an overview of the symbols introduced above.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_i$</td>
<td>i-th task</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Set of all tasks in a TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$J_i$</td>
<td>Maximal jitter of $T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$d_i$</td>
<td>Maximal age of $T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_i$</td>
<td>Period of $T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$H$</td>
<td>Hyperperiod of $\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Set of all jobs in a TC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega_k$</td>
<td>k-th job in $\omega$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>\omega_k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M$</td>
<td>Number of channels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$S$</td>
<td>Schedule: stating the task executed at time-slot and channel $[M \times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{ij}$</td>
<td>$s_{ij} \in S$ value of $s$ gives the task to be executed at time-slot $i$ on channel $j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L$</td>
<td>Set of all leaf tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>Set of all entry tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_i$</td>
<td>Set of dependencies of $T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D$</td>
<td>Matrix of maximum number of time-slots between tasks $[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I$</td>
<td>Matrix of intersections between all tasks $[</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$i_{ij}$</td>
<td>$i_{ij} \in I$ is 1 if $T_i$ and $T_j$ are intersecting, otherwise 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$N$</td>
<td>Number of all scheduled executions of all tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$e_{in}$</td>
<td>time-slot of $n$th execution of task $T_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta_i$</td>
<td>Distance from $T_i$ to the leaf task of the active job</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.1: Notations of Symbols

Figure 5.1 depicts an example dependency graph that consists of two jobs. The first job has the entry task with id 5 and the leaf task with id 0, called job 0. It consists of the tasks: 5, 4, 3, 2 and 0. The second job has the entry task with id 5 and the leaf task with id 1, called job 1. Consisting of the tasks: 5, 4 and 1. Both of them share the common tasks 5 and 4. The graph is executed on a network with five nodes, the color of each task shows on which node it needs to be executed on. The arrows between tasks describe the dependencies, where the task the arrow is pointing to is depending on the task the arrow is pointing from, e.g. task 0 is depending on task 5.
Figure 5.1: Example dependency graph with two jobs consisting in total of six tasks executed on a network with five nodes.

### 5.2 Scheduling Constraints and Objectives

This section discusses the constraints the scheduling has to fulfill in order to generate valid schedules.

**Constraint 1**  *It is not allowed that two or more tasks share the same slot.*

Sharing slots would lead to transmission interference and loss of data, therefore each task needs its own slot.

**Constraint 2**  *Tasks with a common participating node must not be executed in the same timeslot.*

Constraint 2 prohibits the scheduler from scheduling two tasks at the same time that have the same node either receiving or transmitting data. In our example from Figure 5.1 there are different tasks that can not be scheduled at the same time: task 1 and task 2 as they are executed at the same node, task 2 and task 3 as both transmit data that is needed by task 0. By prohibiting these tasks to be scheduled at the same time, these constraint ensures that the communication can be handled by half-duplex transceiver.

**Constraint 3**  *All dependencies of a task must be scheduled before the depending task.*

Referring to our example in Figure 5.1 this constraint ensures that, e.g., task 5 is scheduled before task 0, task 3 and task 4. To be able to schedule task 0 it is necessary that task 5, task 3 and task 2 are scheduled before task 0.
Constraint 4 Each dependency of a task must be scheduled no more than its maximal age before the task.

As most data has an age at which it becomes less usable to the requesting task, the providing task or dependency must be scheduled less than this age before the requesting task. E.g., if the maximal age of data provided by task 3 is ten time-slots, task 3 must not be scheduled more than ten slots before task 0.

Constraint 5 All depending tasks in one job must use the same execution of a common dependency.

To ensure that tasks in one job use the same state of the system, it is necessary that tasks in one job that depend on the same task are scheduled after the same execution of that task. In our example: the job with entry task task 5 and leaf task task 0 is formed by the task ids 5, 4, 3, 2 and 0. Constraint 5 defines that task 5 must not be scheduled between the tasks 4, 3, 2 and 0.

Constraint 6 Each leaf task must be scheduled once in its period.

The different jobs might have different periods in which they have to be scheduled in, the leaf task of each jobs might have a different period. Therefore, some of these periods might differ form the hyperperiod, which is the least common multiple (LCM) of all periods. To fulfill the requirements of all jobs, the leaf might have be scheduled multiple times in one schedule. Together the Constraints 3 to 6 ensure that each job is executed the right amount of times per hyperperiod and all tasks in the jobs are executed in the right order.

Constraint 7 Two consecutive periods of the same task must not exceed the defined jitter bound for this task.

As described in Section 5.1, each task has a jitter bound that must not be exceeded. Therefore, Constraint 7 ensures that the period of a task does not vary more than its jitter bound. E.g., the scheduled period of a task with the defined period of five slots and a maximal jitter of two slots could be decreased to three slots or increased to seven slots. But two consecutive periods of that task may not vary more than two slots, thus, a period change from three slots to seven is not allowed.
A scheduler that enforces all the Constraints 1 to 7 will generate schedules applicable to a system described in chapter 2. To be able to adapt to topology changes, the scheduler needs to follow one more constraint:

**Constraint 8**  *The difference between the last period in the old schedule and the first period in the new schedule of a task must not exceed the defined jitter bound for this task.*

If this constraint is followed the network can switch its schedule to the new one without breaking any real-time constraints.

To make the operation of a network reliable the schedule stability should be maximized. This is especially important when existing schedules need to be adapted to changes in the topology or taskset of a network. Increasing the schedule stability reduces the complexity of switching the schedules and therefore reduces the probability of failures while switching. Therefore, we formulate the general objective for the scheduling as following:

**Objective 1**  *Time-slot changes between periods of tasks should be minimized.*

### 5.3 Related Work

Real-time scheduling is a vast topic, especially if the scope is widened to real-time multiprocessor scheduling. To keep this section of reasonable size we focus on the most applicable related work.

Conflict-aware Least Laxity First (C-LLF) was proposed by Saifullah et al. to schedule WirelessHART (WirelessHART) networks[44]. It is designed for wireless real-time networks with changing topologies. The priority of a transmission is determined by the time between it is released and its deadline and the number of conflicting transmissions in this time. The highest priority is given to the task with the highest number of conflicting transmissions and the shortest time between release and deadline. C-LLF needs the release time of each transmission prior to scheduling, this is not possible in systems where the release time of a transmission depends on a task that has dependencies. As it is unknown when a dependency is scheduled, the release time of the depended transmission is also unknown. Therefore, C-LLF is not applicable for the problem described in Section 5.1.

Another application of wireless real-time networks with changing topologies are LTE networks. Shakkottai and Stolyar introduced an algorithm to schedule a mixture of real-time and non-real-time traffic in LTE networks[46]. At each time-slot the algorithm calculates which of the packets in the transmission queue has the shortest deadline and schedules this packet into the slot at a certain channel. This done by the eNode-B for each transmission time interval which consists of multiple time-slots. The schedule determined in this manner is only valid for the down-link traffic from the eNode-B to
the user equipment. This technique is only possible, as the eNode-B buffers all downlink traffic. In a network such as in Section 5.1 there is not one central instance as the eNode-B that buffers all the traffic.

Wang et al. propose a two staged approach to adaptive scheduling in train communication networks[54]. These networks are often time-triggered and need to handle rapid topology changes in cases where two trains are coupled or decoupled. The first stage is the offline scheduling, it generates schedules for the whole train. The second stage is called online stage, it derives the schedule for the parts of the train during the coupling and decoupling process. A two staged design seems applicable to our system as we also expect rapid topology changes when two TCs need to be merged. On the other hand the characteristics of the network described by Wang et al. are in great contrast to our application. The authors describe train networks as strictly hierarchical multiclient networks with wired connections. Further, the approach does not have a concept of dependencies between different data flows.

A novel approach on how to close feedback control over wireless links is proposed by Baumann et al.[5]. They propose a system that reduces the communication between different parts of a distributed feedback controller. The reduction is achieved by a co-design called control-guided communication. Control-guided means that the controller tells the communication part of the system its communication demands ahead of time. The communication demand is decreased by a controller that estimates values in between communication. To benefit from the decreased communication demands the schedule needs to reschedule the communication frequently. Therefore, Baumann et al. choose an online scheduling approach. Like the other approaches this approach also lacks a concept of dependencies between tasks.

As the approaches discussed above do lack the ability to handle dependencies the scope is widened to scheduling in operations research. In assembly lines dependencies are very common and therefore scheduling approaches in this domain need to handle them from the beginning. The algorithm proposed by Hu forms Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG) from a given set of tasks[20]. In these DAGs each node represents a task and each directed edge represents a dependency. The author assumes an assembly line with a number of equally skilled workers, each of this workers is able to fulfill one task at a time. The task have a predefined order in which they have to be fulfilled, the goal is to find the sequence of tasks for each worker that needs the shortest time to complete all tasks of the given set. To clarify why this is applicable to the challenges stated in Section 5.1 let the equally skilled worker be equally good channels and the predefined order gives a set of dependencies between tasks. This gives a model of a system which is quite close to the one we depicted above. However, a difference between our use case and assembly line scheduling is, that there is no concept of tasks that cannot be executed at the same time because of common child tasks. Further, the tasks in Hu’s model
have no deadline and the goal is to finish as fast as possible, in contrast our goal is to meet the deadline of all task.

Each of the scheduling concepts mentioned addresses a part of the problem stated in Section 5.1. However, each one is missing some key features needed to fulfill the requirements for scheduling algorithms as they are needed in this work. Some of the solutions used in the following two approaches are inspired by the discussed concepts.

### 5.4 Mixed Integer Linear Programming Approach

In this section we introduce an approach to solve the problem described in Section 5.1 based on a MILP model. First we introduce the model for a decision problem that generates valid schedules regarding to the assumptions discussed in Section 5.1. Afterwards, we describe the constraints needed by the model to generate valid schedules. Then we introduce the objective that minimizes the jitter.

To ease the modeling we extend the schedule $S$ by a third dimension which is the dimension of tasks in $\tau$, the resulting Matrix is called $A$. Thus, the three dimensions of $A$ are, (i) the considered task in $\tau$, (ii) the channels and (iii) the time-slots. $A$ has the dimensions $|\tau| \times M \times H$ and is defined as followed:

$$\forall a_{Tct} \in A : a \in \{0,1\} \quad (5.1)$$

Where $T$ is the task, $c$ is the channel and $t$ is the time-slot.

$$a_{Tct} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if task } T \text{ is scheduled in channel } c \text{ at time-slot } t \\ 0, & \text{if task } T \text{ is not scheduled in channel } c \text{ at time-slot } t \end{cases} \quad (5.2)$$

![Figure 5.2: Graphical representation of the MILP-schedule $A$ with $H$ slots, $M$ channels and $|\tau|$ tasks.](image)
Figure 5.2 depicts the schedule used as a decision variable in the MILP-model. The layers represent the different tasks, the rows represent the channels and the columns represent the time-slots. In the following the constraints of the MILP-model are discussed in detail.

5.4.1 Constraints

**MILP-Constraint 1** Every slot (timeslot and channel) must at most have one scheduled task

\[
\sum_{T \in \tau} a_{Tct} \leq 1 \quad \forall c \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq c \leq M, \forall t \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq t \leq H
\]

MILP-Constraint 1 guarantees that there are no direct collisions between tasks in the same time-slot and the same channel and therefore implements Constraint 1.

**MILP-Constraint 2** Tasks with common participating node must not be executed in the same time-slot

\[
(i_{UT} \times \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Tct}) + (i_{UT} \times \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Uct}) \leq 1 \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq t \leq H, \forall U, T \in \tau
\]

As task that have an intersection in their sets of nodes they are communication with must not be scheduled in one time-slot, MILP-Constraint 2 takes the sum of all scheduled distributions of the interfering tasks \( T \) and \( U \) in a time-slot \( t \) over all channels \( 1 \leq c \leq M \). This sum has to be less or equal one for all time-slots and all interfering pairs of tasks. Whether tasks \( T \) and \( U \) are interfering is determined from matrix \( I \) at position \( UT \). It is the implementation of Constraint 2. The matrix \( I \) is defined by Equation (5.3) and Equation (5.4).

\[
\forall i_{UT} \in I : i \in \{0, 1\}
\]

(53)

Where \( T \) and \( U \) are tasks in \( \tau \).

\[
i_{UT} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if task } T \text{ and } U \text{ have common communication partners} \\
0, & \text{if task } T \text{ and } U \text{ do not have common communication partners}
\end{cases}
\]

(54)

**MILP-Constraint 3** All dependencies \( U \) of task \( T \) must be scheduled before \( T \) within the minimum of \( P_i \) or \( t - d_{UT} \) time-slots

\[
\sum_{i=\max(1,t-d_{UT}/P_T \times P_T)}^{\max(1,t-1/P_T)} \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Uct} \geq \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Tct} \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq t \leq H, \forall U \in \Gamma_T, \forall T \in \tau
\]

MILP-Constraint 3 ensures that all dependencies \( \Gamma_T \) to a task \( T \) are executed at least as often as the depended task \( T \). It sums up all scheduled executions of a dependency \( U \) in the \( P_i \) slots and channels before \( T \) is scheduled and ensures that this sum is larger than the sum of the scheduled executions of \( T \) in time-slot \( t \). This guarantees that Constraints 3 and 4 are enforced.
MILP-Constraint 4 Each leaf task must be scheduled once per its period

\[
p \times P_T \sum_{t=\max(1,\{p-1\})}^{p} \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Tct} = 1 \quad \forall p \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq p \leq \frac{H}{P_T}, \forall T \in \tau
\]

To ensure that each job is executed once in its period (Constraint 6), MILP-Constraint 4 sums up all executions of task \( T \) during all possible periods and ensures the sum is always one for all tasks.

MILP-Constraint 5 Execution of a \( T \) must be scheduled in its jitter bounds

\[
\max(1, t - P_T + J_T) \sum_{i=\max(1, t - P_T - J_T)}^{M} a_{Tci} \geq \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Tct} \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq t \leq H, \forall T \in \tau
\]

As a task \( T \) scheduled outside its jitter bound \( J_T \) could harm the operation of the system (Constraint 7), MILP-Constraint 5 prohibits that. Therefore it checks whether there is an execution of \( T \) scheduled in the jitter bound \( \pm J_T \) one period \( P_T \) before the current execution.

The following MILP-Constraints 6 to 8 ensure that all tasks of one job use the same execution of a common dependency (Constraint 5). Referring to the graphs in Figure 5.3 they ensure that task 0, task 3 and task 4 all use the same execution of task 5. That means, task 5 must not be scheduled between task 0, task 3 and task 4. This might happen, as jobs can share certain tasks and the periods of some dependencies might be smaller than the period of the job and the depending task.

As an example, let job 0 have a period of ten slots and job 1 a period of five slots. With the constraints MILP-Constraints 1 to 5 there is nothing that prohibits to schedule the tasks 4 and 5 a second time in between the scheduled executions of task 3 and 0. Doing so could cause task 0 to operate on different data than task 3.

To cope with this we need to introduce a few more variables. Let \( \Omega_{T_j,T_l} \) be the set of tasks between the entry task \( T_e \) of a job and its leaf task \( T_l \) with the same period as \( T_l \).

For the example above \( \Omega_{50} \) would consist of the tasks 3, 2, 0.

On contrast let \( \hat{\Omega}_{T_j,T_l} \) be the tasks of the job that have a shorter period than \( T_e \). Again, for the example that would mean \( \hat{\Omega}_{50} \) consists of the tasks 5 and 4.
Figure 5.3: (a) shows the subgraph of job 0 and (b) shows the subgraph of job 1.

**MILP-Constraint 6** \( \rho_{T_eT_l} \) is the sum of all executions of all tasks in \( \Omega_{T_eT_l} \), \( \tilde{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \) is the sum of all executions of all tasks in \( \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l} \)

\[
\rho_{T_eT_l} = \sum_{T \in \Omega_{T_eT_l}} \sum_{c=1}^{M} \min(i + P_{T_eT_l}, H) a_{Tci} \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq t \leq H, \forall T_e \in E, \forall T_l \in L
\]

\[
\tilde{\rho}_{T_eT_l} = \sum_{T \in \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l}} \sum_{c=1}^{M} \min(i + P_{T_eT_l}, H) a_{Tci} \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{N} : 1 \leq t \leq H, \forall T_e \in E, \forall T_l \in L
\]

MILP-Constraint 6 is only needed to give \( \rho_{T_eT_l} \) and \( \tilde{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \) a value that indicates how many tasks of \( \Omega_{T_eT_l} \) and \( \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l} \) are scheduled in one period of \( T_l \).

**MILP-Constraint 7** If the complete path or non of its tasks is scheduled then \( \rho_{T_eT_l} \) and \( \tilde{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \) are 1. If only parts are scheduled \( \hat{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \) and \( \hat{\tilde{\rho}}_{T_eT_l} \) are 0.

\[
\rho_{T_eT_l} = |\Omega_{T_eT_l}| \times \hat{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \quad \forall T_e \in E, \forall T_l \in L
\]

\[
\hat{\rho}_{T_eT_l} = |\tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l}| \times \hat{\tilde{\rho}}_{T_eT_l} \quad \forall T_e \in E, \forall T_l \in L
\]

\( \rho_{T_eT_l} \) and \( \hat{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \) are used in MILP-Constraint 7 to determine whether all task in \( \Omega_{T_eT_l} \) or respectively \( \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l} \) are scheduled. That is necessary as tasks in \( \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l} \) might be scheduled independently but tasks in \( \Omega_{T_eT_l} \) must not be scheduled without the tasks in \( \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l} \). This is ensured by MILP-Constraint 8

**MILP-Constraint 8** The \( \tilde{\Omega}_{T_eT_l} \) might be scheduled alone but \( \Omega_{T_eT_l} \) must not

\[
\hat{\rho}_{T_eT_l} \geq \hat{\tilde{\rho}}_{T_eT_l} \quad \forall T_e \in E, \forall T_l \in L
\]

Together the MILP-Constraints 1 to 8 define a model for the decision problem. This model is able to generate valid schedules in \( \Lambda \).
5.4.2 Objectives

The objective of our model is to minimize the jitter between executions of a task. Minimizing the jitter in feedback loops is one of more obvious optimizations for a scheduling. This is due to the fact, that jitter leads to a bigger error in timing of the control task and therefore to larger error in the controlled process.

Minimizing the jitter in the model described above is challenging, as it lacks a concept of how many slot are between different executions of a task. To mitigate this, we minimize the number of tasks that change their relative time-slot in different periods of their job. With this optimization we additionally increase the schedule stability. The schedule stability gives a measure how much a schedule changes between periods.

**MILP-Objective 1** 
Minimize the number of tasks changing slots between their periods

\[
\text{Minimize: } \frac{1}{N} \times \sum_{T \in \tau} \sum_{t=1}^{H-P_T} \left( \left| \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Tct} - \sum_{c=1}^{M} a_{Tc(t+P_T)} \right| \right)
\]

To evaluate the effectiveness of MILP-Objective 1 we scheduled the same set of 130000 tasksets once with MILP-Objective 1 and once without any objective. These tasksets were randomly generated under certain constraints. We defined five different hyperperiod lengths (8, 12, 16, 25, 35), four different numbers of dependencies between the tasks (9, 12, 16, 24) and three different numbers of jobs (1, 3, 6), the number of tasks were eight or twelve. In Figure 5.4 the jitter for the two different objectives is shown. “None” refers to the results scheduled without any objective, “Jitter” refers to the jitter in the schedules optimizes to a minimum jitter by MILP-Objective 1. The jitter shown in Figure 5.4 is
calculated using Equation (5.5), it is the mean of the mean jitter of all tasks scheduled in the schedule.

$$\text{jitter} = \frac{\sum_{T \in \tau} \sum_{h=1}^{H/PH} (e_T - e_{T_1}) \mod P_T}{\sum_{h=1}^{H/PH} \sum_{c=1}^{M} q_{hct} \left| \tau \right|}$$

(5.5)

As Figure 5.4a shows MILP-Objective 1 reduces the mean jitter to almost zero. The maximum jitter is also reduced. Together with the CDF depicted in Figure 5.4b this shows that mILP-Objective 1 reduces the jitter for almost all tasksets.

As an objective cannot harm the performance, in terms of schedulability, of our MILP-model, we use the MILP-Objective 1 for all further evaluations if not stated otherwise.

### 5.4.3 Adapting Schedules

This section discusses one of the key contributions of this chapter, the adaptation of existing schedules to changes in the topology of the network or in the taskset. The adaptation needs to be done without harming the real-time requirements of jobs which are present in the existing schedule. Constraint 8 formulates this complex goal in a very brief way.

To achieve the goal of adapting schedules, several steps are needed in preparation. First the tasksets of the old schedule and the new tasks need to be merged. The new tasks can either be a second taskset of another TC or tasks of new job added to the existing TC. In this work we focus on the first case, where two TCs need to be merged into one. We consider this as the more complex case, as adding a new job is the same, despite the fact that the new job does not have the restrictions of an old schedule. While joining the tasksets ($\tau_1$ and $\tau_2$), task-ids must be kept unique throughout the new taskset $\tau'$. The new hyperperiod $H'$ is the LCM of all periods in $\tau'$.

In the second step the two schedules ($A_1$ and $A_2$) are merged into one schedule $C$ that violates Constraint 1. Thus, tasks of both networks might share one time-slot on the same channel. As $C$ is never to be executed, this does not cause any harm to the networks. $C$ is used in MILP-Constraint 9 in addition to MILP-Constraints 1 to 8 to generate the new, combined schedule $A'$ that respects the Constraints 1 to 8.

**MILP-Constraint 9** The timeslot of task $T$ must not differ more than $J_T$ from $C$ to $A'$, changes of channels are ignored

$$\sum_{j=t-j_T}^{t+j_T} \sum_{c=1}^{M} a'_{Tcj} \geq \sum_{c=1}^{M} c_{Tct} \forall t \leq H', \forall T \in \tau'$$

Together with MILP-Constraint 9 we introduce the new MILP-Objective 2 that minimizes the amount of tasks that are shifted to other time-slots between $C$ and $A'$. Thus, the schedule stability is maximized.
MILP-Objective 2 Minimize time-slot allocation changes from $C$ to $A'$

\[
\text{Maximize : } \sum_{T \in T'} \sum_{t=1}^{H'} (\sum_{c=1}^{M} d_{TC}^t \times \sum_{c=1}^{M} c_{TC})
\]

By multiplying the sum of all channels for a certain time-slot and a certain task in the new schedule with the sum of the channels of the same task and time slot in the combined schedule, we get one for each task that was not move and zero for each task that was moved. As each task can at most be scheduled once per time-slot the result of this multiplication can only have the two values, one and zero. By summing this result up over all tasks and time-slots, we get the number of the unchanged time-slot allocations. As we maximize this value, the schedule stability is maximized and the jitter is minimized.

5.5 Evaluation of Computational Complexity

As stated in Section 5.1 multi-channel real-time scheduling is NP-Hard. Therefore, it is important to evaluate whether the formulated MILP-Model can be solved in a reasonable time according to the use case. Besides that we will also investigate what parameters influence the time it takes to solve the MILP-Model.

As the first parameter we evaluated the number of slots in a hyperperiod. We scheduled more than 160,000 different tasksets with five different hyperperiods: 8, 12, 16, 25 and 35 slots on an Intel Xeon W-2195 CPU. The tasksets are the same as in Section 5.4.2. The time used to solve the model varies from 0.07 s to more than 600 s. Figure 5.5 shows the CDF of the five different hyperperiods. The right graph shows only the range from zero to ten seconds of the left graph to show more details. As expected, a longer hyperperiod leads to a longer solve-time, this is due to the larger solution space. The dots in both graphs mark the maximum solve-time. Even though some tasksets need over 600 s the majority is scheduled in less than 3 s.

As a second parameter we evaluated the influence of the number of dependencies in a taskset. To mitigate the influence of the hyperperiod length we only evaluate the solve-time of tasksets with 35 slots. Figure 5.6 shows the CDF for 9, 12, 16, and 24 dependencies, all together it shows 76000 tasksets. As the model gets more complex with more dependencies the solve-time increases as well.

To determine how TCs with multiple jobs would be handled in contrast to TCs with just one job, we evaluated the solve-time of tasksets with a hyperperiod of 35 slots and 16 dependencies. These roughly 20000 tasksets have either 1, 3 or 6 jobs. Figure 5.7 shows that a taskset with more complex jobs and more dependencies, takes longer to be scheduled than an easier one. As the number of tasks in all scheduled tasksets in this evaluation was the same, the most complex jobs were in the tasksets with only one job. Therefore, these took the longest to be scheduled followed by three and then six jobs.
5.5.1 Applicability to Embedded Devices

As most CPSs consist of embedded devices with far less computation power than our Intel Xeon W-2195 (fast CPU), we assume the solve-time to be higher. To support this assumption, we used our 10 years old Intel Xeon E5520 (slow CPU) to schedule all tasksets with hyperperiod of 35. The results for the median solve-time are not that different: 5.5 s for the slow CPU and 4.5 s for the fast CPU. However, the mean and absolute maximum solve-times differ a lot: the fast CPU needs a mean solve-time of 11.7 s and an absolute maximum of 621 s, the slow CPU needs 72.3 s in mean and 14 332 s at absolute maximum. In Figure 5.8 we depicted all solve-times, the left figure shows all outliers, the left one is zoomed to 15 s to make the details visible. The left figure shows that the vast majority of tasksets in scheduled in less than 14 s, even with the slow CPU.

This huge variety in the solve-times is a problem considering real-time applications. Even if the scheduling has no hard time constraints, waiting up to 600 s or even 14 000 s for a schedule is unrealistic in most applications. Especially in cases where two mobile TCs need to be merged, here both TCs would have to stop and wait until the new schedule is calculated. Even more pressing is the issue that the decision whether it is possible to merge two tasksets also takes that long. Therefore, a way to calculate schedules in a more predictable time is necessary.

In Section 5.6 we formulate a hypothesis on the adaptability of schedules and validate it to get better insight on how to design an algorithm suitable for the described problem.
In most scheduling applications it is preferable to schedule all tasks as dense as possible. So the taskset can be scheduled more often in the same amount of time or the executing machines can sleep or take other jobs. In a system where jobs have a defined period there is no need to schedule all task as dense as possible. In contrast, it might have advantages to schedule tasks as sparse as possible. That means, free slots are more uniformly distributed throughout the hyperperiod.

This is especially advantageous if adaptations are taken into consideration. Having free slots throughout the hyperperiod means, that tasks in a merged schedule must not be shifted to time-slots as far as in a dense schedule. Figure 5.9a depicts two dense schedules $S_1$ and $S_2$, $S_1$ has the tasks $A_1$ to $A_3$ and $S_2$ the tasks $B_1$ to $B_3$. The merged schedule $S_{12}$ contains all tasks. In this example, in the separate schedules $S_1$ and $S_2$, all tasks are scheduled very densely in the first three of the six time-slots. To merge $S_1$ and $S_2$ the tasks are shifted into other time-slots. $B_3$ has to be shifted three time-slot, therefore $\Delta_{B_3}$ is 3.

Figure 5.9b on the other hand shows two sparse schedules that also contain three tasks in six time-slots. In contrast to the schedules in Figure 5.9a, this time the tasks are distributed equally over the six time-slots. To merge the schedules all tasks of $S_2$ have to be shifted only by one time-slot, therefore $\Delta_{B_3}$ is 1.

Figure 5.9 shows the two extreme cases but they illustrate why it might be a good idea to spread the tasks throughout the whole hyperperiod. In the following we introduce our metric for the degree of distribution and investigate under which circumstances
the hypothesis, that pairs of schedules which have a higher distribution are more likely to be combinable, is true.

### 5.6.1 Task Distribution

\[
\text{Distribution} = \frac{\sum_{t=1}^{H} x_t}{\sum_{t=1}^{H} \sum_{c=1}^{M} \sum_{T \in \tau} a_{tcT}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

Equation (5.6) gives the distribution as a normalized function of number of used time-slots to unused time-slots divided by the number of all scheduled executions of all tasks. Where \( x_t \) indicates an unused time-slot following an used time-slot, as described in Equation (5.7).

\[
x_t = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if time-slot } t - 1 \text{ is used and time-slot } t \text{ is unused} \\
0, & \text{if time-slot } t - 1 \text{ is unused or time-slot } t \text{ is used}
\end{cases} \hspace{1cm} \forall 1 \leq t \leq H \tag{5.7}
\]

A time-slot is called used if there is a task scheduled on at least one channel.

### 5.6.2 Validity of the Hypothesis

To validate whether the hypothesis is true we generated pairs of two schedules for two different tasksets of similar form, in terms of hyperperiod length, number of jobs, number of dependencies, etc. The distribution of a pair lies between zero and two, as it is the sum of the distribution of both schedules. These pairs were then rescheduled using the MILP-model with MILP-Constraint 9 and MILP-Objective 2 enabled. Figure 5.10 shows that pairs with a higher distribution are much more likely to be schedulable than pairs with a lower distribution.
5.7 Heuristic Approach

As we have shown in Section 5.6 schedules with higher distribution can be merged more easily. Therefore, we propose an algorithm that has three main goals, 1. maximize the distribution, 2. minimize the jitter of tasks and 3. minimize the number of executions of each task. These three goals have to be united with the need for an algorithm that calculates schedules in a more predictable time than the MILP-model.

In general the algorithm schedules a whole job before it starts to schedule the next job. It starts with the job that has the longest path from the entry to the leaf task and continuous with the next longest job until all jobs are scheduled. We call the job that is currently scheduled active.

Within a job the scheduler starts with the leaf task and places it in the latest possible slot, this way the number of slots to schedule the rest of the jobs is maximized. The slot to schedule the leaf task for the \( k \)-th subperiod is calculated by utilizing Equation (5.8).

\[
t_{l,k} = k \times P_l
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5.8)

As slots might be occupied by tasks which were scheduled prior to the current one, we introduce two solutions to choose another slot in which the current task is scheduled. One of them chooses to use other channels before moving to other time-slots. This should lead to a small jitter, as more task are scheduled in the calculated time-slot. The other one prefers to use other time-slots first and only uses different channels if no time-slot in the allowed jitter bound is free. This should be beneficial if TCs need to be merged. In this case the TCs can simply use another channel and most conflicts are
resolved. These solutions are described in more detail in Section 5.7.3 and Section 5.7.4. After a free slot is found, this slot in the two dimensional array $S$ is marked occupied with the task. The dimensions of $S$ are given by the number of channels $M$ and length of the hyperperiod $H$.

After the leaf task is scheduled the algorithm uses the so called backward equation to find the slot for the dependencies of the leaf task, this equation is explained in more detail in Section 5.7.1. The backward equation maximizes the distance of the execution between the scheduled task and other dependencies but also between the dependency and its dependencies. This process is repeated until all entry tasks of a job are scheduled.

As it might occur that several jobs have common tasks, the backward equation would schedule a common task twice although an already scheduled execution of that task could be used to schedule the rest of the job. Therefore, the algorithm searches the schedule whether there are tasks of the active job scheduled in a certain range of slots. If such a task is found, the algorithm uses this execution and schedules the rest of the active job in the direction from that execution to the leaf task using the so called forward equations, described in Section 5.7.2.

While the scheduler is following the dependencies of tasks it might face tasks that have multiple dependencies or multiple tasks that depend on a task. In both cases the scheduler needs to decide in which order these task should be scheduled. We have two different approaches to this issue: the first one orders the task by ascending maximal age. We call this approach *age first*. The idea is to schedule the task first that have a smaller range of time-slots in which they can be scheduled.
The second approach is, to sort the tasks by ascending maximal jitter. This guarantees that the tasks with the hardest jitter constraints are scheduled first. We call this approach *jitter first*. Both approaches will be compared in the evaluation Section 5.8. In Figure 5.11 we depicted the flow-graph of the algorithm described above.

### 5.7.1 Backward Equation

The Backward Equation (5.9) gives a time-slot in which the task should be scheduled, based on the execution time-slot of the tasks that are depending on the task to be scheduled. \( k \) gives the subperiod which is currently to be scheduled, \( T_c \) is the child (dependent task) of a task and \( T_p \) is the parent (dependency) of a task. Equation (5.9) needs a special case for the first subperiod \( k = 1 \). This is simply because in this case there is no prior execution of this tasks, so its time-slot can not be taken into the equation.

\[
t_{p,k} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{t_{c,k} - 1}{|\omega_i| - \delta_p}, & \text{if } k = 1 \\
t_{c,k} - \min\left(\left\lfloor \frac{t_{c,k} - 1 - 1}{|\omega_i| - \delta_p} \right\rfloor, d_p \right), & \text{if } 2 \leq k \leq H/P_l
\end{cases} 
\]

With \(|\omega_i| - \delta_p\) we calculate how many tasks of the job we have to schedule until the leaf task is reached. The divided \( t_{c,k} - 1 \) or \( t_{c,k} - t_{c,k-1} - 1 \) gives the number of slots left in the subperiod. The division of both gives a time-slot for the parent that has the
Figure 5.11: Flowchart of the discussed scheduling algorithm
maximal distance to the child but still leaves enough time-slots to schedule its parents. As the time-slot calculated this way might have a larger distance to the child than the maximal age of the parent the minimum of the division and the maximal age is taken.

If the calculated time-slot is occupied, an alternative is selected applying the solutions from Section 5.7.3 or Section 5.7.4.

### 5.7.2 Forward Equation

Jobs in a taskset might have tasks in common, an example is depicted in Figure 5.12. In the example the jobs with the leaf task $T_1$ and $T_2$ have the common task $T_{\text{com}}$. This fact can be used to reduce the total number of task executions in a schedule. To do so we need to find these common tasks in the schedule and decide whether the found execution of such a common task fulfills the timing requirements of the child task that is to be scheduled based on the common task. Therefore, the algorithm defines a range of time-slots in which the execution of a common task has to be located in order to use it. The lower bound of this range $\text{Lower}_{\text{com},k}$ for the $k$-th subperiod of $T_{\text{com}}$ is defined as the maximum of three values: first, the execution time-slot of its child task in the $k - 1$-th subperiod. This guarantees that the order of executions is not altered for prior subperiods. The second value is the time-slot of $T_{\text{com}}$'s execution in the $k - 1$-th subperiod on which the period of the leaf task of the active job $P_l$ is added. To be able to use extra time-slots the maximal jitter $J_{\text{com}}$ is subtracted. The last value is the end of the current subperiod $k \times P_l$, to make use of allowed jitter $J_l$ is subtracted as well as the sum of all maximal ages of the tasks from the common task to the leaf task $\sum_{i=k}^{l-1} d_i$.

![Figure 5.12: Jobs with common tasks](image)
Thus, \( \text{Lower}_{\text{com},k} \) is defined as follows:

\[
\text{Lower}_{\text{com},k} = \max(t_{c,k-1} + 1, t_{\text{com},k-1} + P_l - J_{\text{com}} - k \times P_l - j_l - \sum_{i=\text{com}}^{l-1} d_i) \quad (5.10)
\]

The upper bound of the range is defined as the minimum two values: \( t_{l,k} - \delta_{\text{com}} \) where \( t_{l,k} = k \times P_l + J_l \), which gives the last slot far enough for the end of the subperiod to schedule all tasks between \( T_{\text{com}} \) and the leaf task, and where \( \delta_{\text{com}} \) is the distance \( T_{\text{com}} \) and \( T_l \). The second value is the period of the leaf task \( P_l \) and maximal jitter of \( T_{\text{com}} \) added to the time-slot of the last execution of \( T_{\text{com}} \).

\[
\text{Upper}_{\text{com},k} = \min(t_{l,k} - \delta_{\text{com}}, t_{\text{com},k-1} + P_l + J_{\text{com}}) \quad (5.11)
\]

As there are the corner cases of the first and last subperiod, the range in which the algorithm searches for \( T_{\text{com}} \) is defined as following:

\[
t_{\text{com},k} \in \begin{cases} 
\lfloor |\omega| - \delta_{\text{com}}, k \times P_l + j_l - \delta_{\text{com}} \rfloor & \text{if } k = 1 \\
\max(t_{c,k-1} + 1, t_{\text{com},k-1} + P_l - J_{\text{com}} - k \times P_l - j_l - \sum_{i=\text{com}}^{l-1} d_i), \min(k \times P_l + j_l - \delta_{\text{com}}, t_{\text{com},k-1} + P_l + J_{\text{com}}) & \text{if } 1 < k < H/P_l \\
\max(t_{c,k-1} + 1, t_{\text{com},k-1} + P_l - J_{\text{com}} - k \times P_l - j_l - \sum_{i=\text{com}}^{l-1} d_i), \min(t_{\text{com},k-1} + P_l + J_{\text{com}}, H - \delta_{\text{com}}) & \text{if } k = H/P_l 
\end{cases} \quad (5.12)
\]

In the last subperiod the algorithm must take care not to search outside or too close to the border of the hyperperiod, therefore \( \text{Upper}_{\text{com},k} \) limits at \( H - \delta_{\text{com}} \).

If an execution of \( T_{\text{com}} \) was found in the range defined by Equation (5.12) the scheduler uses Equation (5.13) to calculate the time-slot in which the child \( T_c \) of \( T_{\text{com}} \) should be executed.

\[
t_{c,k} = \begin{cases} 
t_{p,k} + \min(\frac{\min(k \times P_l, t_{p,k+1}) - t_{p,k}}{\delta_p}, d_p) & \text{if } T_p = T_{\text{com}} \text{ and } k < H/P_l \\
t_{p,k} + \min(\frac{k \times P_l - t_{p,k}}{\delta_p}, d_p) & \text{else}
\end{cases} \quad (5.13)
\]

As Equation (5.13) describes the \( k \)-th execution of \( T_c \), it is scheduled after the \( k \)-th execution of \( T_p \), but before the \( k + 1 \)-th execution of \( T_p \). Therefore, the execution order defined in the taskset is respected. The other limiting factor for the forward equation is the maximal age \( d_p \) of \( T_p \), the child must be scheduled before \( d_p \), otherwise the data produced by \( T_p \) is useless. As for the backward equation it is possible that \( t_{c,k} \) is already occupied, strategies to handle such situations are described in Section 5.7.3 and Section 5.7.4.
5.7.3 Time First Shifting

In the sections above we described how the algorithm determines in which time-slot a task should be scheduled. If this slot is occupied on one channel the algorithm needs to find another slot either on another channel or at another time. This section describes a solution to this challenge, that tries to find another time-slot before it uses other channels. Figure 5.13 shows an example where a task $T_i$ is supposed to be scheduled in $t_{i,k}$ which is occupied by the task $T_j$. As the algorithm normally schedules the tasks from the leaf to the entry task and thus from right to left in the example, the algorithm first tries to put $T_i$ into $t_{i,k} + 1$ on the same channel. This is the time-slot next to $t_{i,k}$ on the right, by going right first the algorithm leaves potentially more space where the yet unscheduled tasks need to be scheduled. If $t_{i,k} + 1$ would be occupied as well the algorithm would go to $t_{i,k} - 1$ and not $t_{i,k} + 2$ to minimize the jitter. After all slots in the jitter bound of $T_i$ are tested and found occupied the algorithm would test $t_{i,k}$ at another channel (5. search in Figure 5.13) and repeat the same search pattern if it is occupied as well. Another reason not to take $t_{i,k}$ on the second channel would be that $T_j$ and $T_i$ are interfering tasks, in this case this slot would be handled as occupied.

In this mode the algorithm tries to fit all tasks on one channel. This is done under the hypothesis that two schedules that use one channel primarily are easier to merge, as one of the schedules could be shifted to another channel and most of the conflicts would be resolved.

5.7.4 Channel First Shifting

This mode of the algorithm solves the same issue as the one described in Section 5.7.3 but by using all available channels before shifting the execution of $T_i$ in time. Figure 5.14 shows the same situation as Figure 5.13 but in this mode the algorithm tries to schedule
$T_i$ on channel 2 in $t_{i,k}$ as its first option. After all channels, in the example two, are found occupied for $t_{i,k}$ the algorithm would try then all channels at $t_{i,k} + 1$. The pattern the algorithm walks through the time-slots is the same as described in Section 5.7.3. This

![Figure 5.14: Example how the time channel shifting reacts if a slot is occupied](image)

mode has the advantages that it minimizes the jitter in the schedule and that it potentially leaves more time-slot entirely empty. Having time-slots empty on all channels might be of advantage when two schedules need to be merged, as tasks can be shifted there to make room for tasks that can not be shifted due to stricter jitter bounds.

In Section 5.8 we will evaluate the proposed shifting mechanisms.

### 5.7.5 Schedule adaption

To adapt a schedule to changes in the taskset or the network’s topology, we use the same method as described in Section 5.4.3 to merge tasksets. After the tasksets are merged, the same algorithm is used to generate the new schedule.

The result of the backward Equation (5.9) has no dependencies to tasks outside of the active job, therefore it will not changes unless the job is changed which results in a new job. Thus, the backward equation does not harm the real-time requirements while adapting schedules.

The search range definition Equation (5.12) for $k = 1$ sets the upper search bound to $k \times P_i + J_i - \delta_{com}$, and the lower bound to $|\omega_i| - \delta_{com}$. As the results are not effected by any task outside the job, it will not harm real-time requirements during adaption. For all subperiods where $k > 1$, the search box is limited by the previous subperiod, that means that no subperiod with $k > 1$ could harm the real-time requirements of a task if the first subperiod did not harm them. The same is true for the forward Equation (5.13) as it is not effected by tasks outside the job.

As discussed the calculations of the time-slots cannot give results outside the jitter bound and the shifting methods described in Section 5.7.3 and Section 5.7.4 do not shift...
farther than the allowed jitter. Thus, no task can be effected by a jitter more than the allowed one during schedule changes. Therefore, the same algorithm can be used to schedule a TC initially and to adapt its schedule to new topologies or tasksets.

5.8 Evaluation

In this section we evaluate the algorithm discussed in Section 5.7 and compare it with the results of the MILP-model introduced in Section 5.4. First we show that the presented algorithm has a much more predictable execution time than the MILP-model. Afterwards we compare the different approaches in terms of jitter and the percentage of scheduleable tasksets. In Table 5.2 we list the short names used to distinguish the different modes of the algorithm in this section.

Table 5.2: The four different modes of the scheduling algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Sort tasks on same level by</th>
<th>Mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time First Shifting</td>
<td>Age First</td>
<td>(0, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jitter First</td>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel First Shifting</td>
<td>Age First</td>
<td>(1, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jitter First</td>
<td>(1, 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.8.1 Computational Complexity Comparison

Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the comparison of the time needed to schedule tasksets with a hyperperiod of 8, 12, 16, 25 and 35 slot with the proposed algorithm and the MILP-model. The dotted lines represent the MILP-model and solid lines the heuristic algorithm, the maximum solve time is marked with a diamond for the MILP-model and a dot for the algorithm. As the results for the MILP-model are discussed in Section 5.5, Figures 5.15 and 5.16 are zoomed to a five seconds range to see the algorithm’s results in detail. The results for the four different modes are very similar, therefore we only discuss the results of the time first shifting and age first mode [0, 0]. Figure 5.15a shows that the solve times of the algorithm are much closer to each other and, thus, are much less influenced by the length of the hyperperiod. With the vast majority of tasksets scheduled in less than one second, the algorithm is much more likely to finish scheduling in time even on embedded devices. Nevertheless, for short hyperperiods the MILP-model is faster, that suggests that there is room for optimizations, at least in the implementation of the algorithm.

5.8.2 Influence of Taskset Parameters to Scheduling Success

To determine under which conditions the algorithm is able to schedule what percentage of the tasksets we evaluated four parameters: hyperperiod length, number of nodes in a TC, number of dependencies and number of jobs. As not all of our test tasksets
are schedulable, we compare the percentages of the heuristic-based algorithm with the results using the MILP-model. Figure 5.17 shows the influence the hyperperiod length has, for the hyperperiods 24 and 35 slots. In both cases the channel first shifting performs better than the time first shifting, especially in the case of 35 slots. It is able to schedule over 90% of the tasksets. The order in which tasks are chosen to be scheduled does not seem to have a big influence on whether a taskset is schedulable or not. In general, the hyperperiod length does not have a large impact on the performance of the algorithm.

A bigger influence is caused by the number of nodes in a TC, as shown in Figure 5.18. In general the results show that a taskset, with all the same parameters except for the

Figure 5.15: Influence of hyperperiod length on the schedulability, comparing the four algorithm modes and the MILP-model. For three jobs, nine dependencies and twelve nodes for the two time first shifting modes
Figure 5.16: Influence of hyperperiod length on the schedulability, comparing the four algorithm modes and the MILP-model. For three jobs, nine dependencies and twelve nodes for the two channel first shifting modes.

number of nodes, is harder to schedule if less nodes are in the TC. This is due to the fact that in such tasksets there are more intersecting task which makes it more likely that a taskset is unschedulable. Therefore, the algorithm mode should be compared to the MILP-model. This comparison still shows that the algorithms performance deteriorates if fewer nodes are in a TC. The results of this evaluation confirm the assumption further that channel first shifting is the superior mode. They also give rise to the assumption that the algorithm is strongly effected by the number of dependencies.

To confirm the assumption we evaluated the performance of the algorithm on tasksets with the same parameters except for the number of dependencies. As for the evaluation
above, the algorithms performance needs to be compared with the MILP-model. The results depicted in Figure 5.19 show a dramatic decline in the percentage of schedulable tasksets between nine and twelve dependencies.

As the algorithm tries to schedule the leaf task of each job in the last slot of the subperiod, we assume that more jobs lead to a lower performance. To confirm the assumption we evaluated tasksets with the same parameters but varied the number of jobs. Figure 5.20 show that this assumption is true, it also shows that the performance of channel first shifting declines more than the performance of time first shifting.
All evaluations show that the channel first shifting mode was superior to the time first shifting, only in some cases the performance of both approaches were close to each other. The evaluation also shows that the order in which the tasks are chosen to be scheduled does not make a noticeable difference in most cases and if there is a difference there is no pattern behind which of them performs better. In general, the evaluation shows that the heuristic algorithm is more suitable for taskset with only few jobs.
5.8.3 Slot Allocation Probability

To investigate further why channel first shifting suffers more from an increased job number than time first shifting we compare the probability of each time-slot to be allocated for a task. Figure 5.21 shows these probabilities for both shifting approaches and the MILP-model, it also depicts the value for an equal distribution as a reference. As we discussed above the algorithm always tries to allocate the last time-slot in the subperiod of a task. For the channel first shifting this behavior is evident from the results, time-slots that are divisors of 24 have a higher probability to be allocated. The higher the divisor is, the higher is the probability, as there are more jobs that share the end of its subperiod here. For the time first shifting this effect is still noticeable but it is mitigated. The MILP-model does not show this effect, as it is not bound to the limitations in the heuristic, but it shows the tendency to allocate the first time-slot.

![Figure 5.21: Comparison of the probability that a certain time-slot is allocated by the different scheduling approaches, for tasksets with hyperperiod length 24](image)

5.8.4 Allocation Introduced Jitter

The jitter a scheduling approach introduces is, after its ability to schedule tasksets, one of the most important performance factors of a real-time scheduling approach. To evaluate this factor we compare the jitter introduced by the four modes of the proposed algorithm with the MILP-model in Figure 5.22. Figure 5.22a shows the minimum, mean and maximum jitter each mode introduces into a set of 56000 tasksets which are all scheduleable by all modes. As in the previous evaluations the channel first shifting outperforms the time first shifting. Especially with the ascending age order the maximum jitter is lower. The mean jitter on the other hand does not differ significantly over all
modes. The MILP-model with jitter optimization outperforms all algorithm modes, as it tries to find the minimal possible jitter.

![Graph](image)

Figure 5.22: (a) depicts the mean, minimum and maximal jitter of the four algorithm modes in comparison to the MILP-model. (b) shows the CDF plot of the jitters, the two lines for the scheduling orders are overlapping for the two shifting approaches.

Figure 5.22b shows that the impact of the ordering is less significant than the impact of the shifting. The impact of the ordering is so small that the lines are actually overlapping in the graph.

The results of this evaluation are very promising especially for an algorithm that is not actively reducing the jitter but only relies on its allocation methods.

### 5.8.5 Performance of Rescheduling

To evaluate how good the different approaches are able to schedule combinations of tasksets we generated over two million combinations of the scheduleable tasksets. From these we randomly chose a set of 250 thousand combinations. This set was scheduled by all four modes of the proposed algorithm and the MILP-model as a reference. Figure 5.23 depicts the percentage of combinations that were scheduleable by each mode. As all evaluations above this shows that the channel first shifting is superior to the time first shifting.

The channel first shifting managed to schedule over 50% of the combinations. This seems to be a quiet low percentage, but taking into consideration that we formed the combinations from tasksets with the same hyperperiod, job number and node number, the effect discussed in Section 5.8.3 is amplified here. As even more tasks need to be scheduled in the same time-slots, these combinations are the worst case combinations. Together with the fact that our tasksets are quite dense, Figure 5.21 shows that almost all time-slots are used at on least one channel, a success rate of 50% is a promising result.
5.9 Conclusion

As cooperative CPSs are emerging in real-time applications, wireless connections become more and more important. These applications need scheduling algorithms which are able to adapt schedules to new network topologies and application requirements. In Section 5.1 we described how a cooperative CPS might be modeled and what the special challenges in these systems are. We discussed the constraints a scheduling algorithm for such systems needs to fulfill in Section 5.2. After a review of existing work in related areas we developed the MILP-model that generates schedules following the constraints discussed earlier. As it can be time consuming to solve the proposed MILP-model, especially on embedded devices, we propose an algorithm to generate which schedules has a lower computation time for almost all cases. To generate schedules that are easy to combine with other schedules we stated the hypothesis that two more sparse schedules are easier to combine than two dense schedules, even with the same hyperperiod and number of tasks. We proof the hypothesis in Section 5.6. In Section 5.7 we discuss the proposed algorithm and its four different modes in detail. The evaluations in Section 5.8 compares these four modes to each other and to the MILP-model. We show that the channel first shifting is the preferable of the two shifting modes. The order in which tasks are scheduled, on the other hand has no distinguishable influence on whether a taskset is schedulable by the algorithm or not. The heuristic algorithm is clearly outperformed by the MILP-model, which is no surprise considering that the MILP-model searches for an optimal solution. However, it fulfills the need for a predictable runtimes much better than the MILP-model.

Figure 5.23: Comparison of the scheduling performance for taskset combinations
6 Investigating Concurrent Transmission

In a TC there is a lot of data that is transferred to close feedback loops and to fulfill other real-time applications' needs. For this communication we presented our TDMA network stack in Chapter 4. To enable a TC to fulfill its application in a changing environment we need to be able to communicate in a sporadic manner with other nodes in the TC and also to other TCs. This communication is needed to disseminate schedules to the whole TC or to manage the merge process between two TCs. For this traffic we proposed in Section 2.4 to use a Glossy [14] based protocol. These protocols are proven to be able to disseminate data fast and reliable through a network [13]. They do not need knowledge about the topology of the network to disseminate data, therefore they are well suited for the communication between different TCs.

Even though these protocols a perfect match for the management protocol of the system we discussed in Chapter 2, there are open questions. In the following we will present these questions and detail on our contributions to their answers, we give detailed insight in the results we presented in [60].

Glossy is a protocol that tries to exploit Constructive Interference (CI) of IEEE 802.15.4 symbols by using Concurrent Transmission (CT) of several transmitters [14]. Whether Glossy is really able to exploit CI or whether it just does not add destructive interference is an ongoing debate [40, 30, 27].

Another open question is how well CT-based protocols work on transceiver chips other than the CC2420 [7] and its successor the CC2520, both produced by Chipcon. To the best of our knowledge all research on CT using real-world test-beds is based on the CC2420. Only Brachmann et al. [6] used the CC2520 for some first work on CT using this chip. As the CC2420 is not recommended for new designs [7], results based on this chip should not drive the design of a novel communication architecture. To generalize the statements done on CT, we implemented a CT protocol on the Atmel AT86RF233 [3] which we will present and evaluate in this chapter.
6.1 Related Work

The idea to use flooding to disseminate data in a network was brought into WSN research community by protocols like Spin [19], Trickle [29] or Flash [33]. Compared to traditional routing protocols like CTP [18] or RPL [56], these approaches do not need to maintain a network graph to transfer data to its destination. This is an advantage if energy or time is limited, as there is no overhead of finding the right route. A disadvantage is that all data is transferred to all nodes in the network, which adds its own overhead to the communication. As we want to transfer the data, like schedules, to all nodes, this is no disadvantage in our use case.

In general all flooding protocols work according to the same method, they retransmit all messages they received via broadcast. To limit the transmissions each node counts how often it transmitted a certain message, if a predefined number is reached it stops retransmitting this message. Especially in dense networks this can lead to a massive amount of transmissions which leads to collisions. This phenomenon is called broadcast storm and increases the Packet Error Rate (PER) [65] due to collisions [52].

Glossy overcomes the issue by exploiting CI, therefore the collisions are not increasing the PER. The CI Glossy uses is not on the carrierband, as it is not possible to synchronize 2.4 GHz signals on WSN sensor nodes which are typically operating with a CPU clock rate between 1 MHz to 200 MHz. Thus, the signal is synchronized on the baseband. In IEEE 802.15.4 each group of four bit is encoded into pseudo-random noise sequence of 32 physical-layer bits called chips. These chips are Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (O-QPSK) modulated by the PHY. At 2.4 GHz each chip is $T_c = 0.5 \mu s$ long, which results in a bit rate of 250 kbps. Therefore, Ferrari et al. argue that transmitters need to have a synchronization error smaller $T_c$ to generate CI [14], although Wang et al. argue that it is not CI but non-destructive interference [55]. Non-destructive interference means that the interference an additional transmitter introduces to the signal neither deteriorates nor raises the quality of that signal.

6.2 Background on Concurrent Transmission (CT)

All CT protocols work based on the same principle, an initiator called node transmits a packet to all nodes in its transmission range. The receivers of that packet check whether they have to retransmit the packet and do so if needed. This retransmission is done as synchronized, by all transmitters, as possible to prevent destructive interference.

6.2.1 Glossy

The CT part of the different protocols differ in the way they decide whether a packet needs to be retransmitted and the way they synchronize the retransmission. Glossy introduces so called phases in which a packet is retransmitted for a predefined number $N$ times. If the packet is received for the first time in a phase its data is provided to
the application on the node, after it was retransmitted. To retransmit a packet it is read from the transceiver buffer. Then it is checked whether the packet was retransmitted less than \( N \) times, if so, a counter is increased by one and the packet is written back to the transceiver and transmitted. If the packet was retransmitted \( N \) times the transceiver is shut down to avoid further receptions of that packet. This prevents the network from being occupied by this packet for eternity.

The receivers in Glossy can be seen as situated on rings, where all nodes in the transmission range to the initiator are on \( \text{Ring}_1 \). The nodes in transmission range to the nodes in \( \text{Ring}_1 \) are in \( \text{Ring}_2 \) and so on. Figure 6.1 shows the procedure of a transmission in Glossy with \( N = 2 \) and two of the rings. The layered boxes indicate the existence of more than just one node in a ring.

![Figure 6.1: Example Glossy phase with \( N = 2 \) and two rings of receivers](image)

To synchronize the transmission of all nodes, Glossy uses a relay-counter. This relay-counter is increased by each node that receives the packet for the first time, and is embedded into the packet. Therefore, nodes on the same ring should increase the relay-counter to the same value. Together with the slot-length \( T_{\text{slot}} \) and the relay-counter nodes can estimate how long the packet needed to reach them. This can be used for time synchronization.

### 6.2.2 Constructive Baseband Interference

In IEEE 802.15.4 data is encoded into chip sequences of 32 bit which represent 4 bit of payload data. At a data rate of 250 kbps each chip is therefore seems to be 0.5 \( \mu \text{s} \) long. To explain why Ferrari et al. stated that CI can happen as long as all senders start transmitting the packet within a span of 0.5 \( \mu \text{s} \) [14], we need to take a look what happens on the PHY.
IEEE 802.15.4 uses an O-QPSK modulation to bring the chip sequences to the baseband signal. An O-QPSK uses a complex signal, which consists of an in-phase signal (I) and a quadrature signal (Q), in its modulation. These signals are shifted by 90°, therefore the Q-signal is $1T_c$ ($0.5\mu s$) following behind the I-signal. The chips are modulated to the I- and Q-signal in an alternating manner, starting with the I-signal. As the I- and Q-signal are non-interfering by definition, one could understand them as completely independent, for now. To achieve the data rate of 250 kbps each, I and Q, only needs to transfer half of the data. Therefore, each chip is $2T_c$ ($1\mu s$) long and if the interference is shorter than $T_c$, less than half of the chip is interfered. Figure 6.2 depicts the whole process, from the bits in the MAC-layer over the chips in the PHY to the IQ-signal in the medium.

![Figure 6.2: IEEE 802.15.4 modulation example, showing how four bits are modulated to the baseband signal using chip sequences and O-QPSK](image)

6.3 Concurrent Transmission on AT86RF233

As mentioned before, as far as we know, all implementations of the CT approach are based on the CC2420 or the successor CC2520. To study whether CT would be applicable to other radios, we developed an implementation for another type of radio, the AT86RF233. This section will give insight to the benefits and challenges the AT86RF233 has compared to the CC2420 in CT applications. The AT86RF233 has a shared receive and transmit buffer, which stores the last received packet or the packet to be sent. By utilizing this shared buffer, the delay between the reception and the transmission of a packet should be shorter and more constant, compared to the CC2420. Using the CC2420 the entire packet has to be read from the transceiver’s receive buffer to the CPU’s RAM via SPI and then needs to be written back into the transmit buffer of the transceiver via SPI before it can be transmitted. In contrast, with the AT86RF233 only a few bytes in the packet need to be manipulated inside the transceivers buffer. As this manipulations are independent from the length of the packet, the time needed to
process a packet before retransmitting should be more constant. This should lead to a
to a better synchronization of the retransmissions of different nodes.

6.3.1 Implementation

Our implementation is focused on the basics needed to realize CT with the AT86RF233. We
designed the implementation in a way that it needs minimum processing time to
forward packets and that the forwarding time has minimum variance.

In Algorithm 1 it is shown which steps are executed to retransmit a packet following
its reception. Our approach reads two byte from the frame buffer for each received

Algorithm 1 CT implementation on AT86RF233

1: read(protocol_identifier)
2: read(destination_address)
3: if protocol_identifier == CT && destination_address == broadcast then
4:    read(seq_num)
5:    read(hop_count)
6: if seq_num not transmitted N times then
7:    write(hop_count+1)
8:    transmit packet
9: increment transmit_counter(seq_num)
10: else
11: read(payload)
12: deliver(payload)

packet, destination address and protocol identifier. We check whether a packet is a
broadcast packet and has the right protocol identifier to make sure we do not forward
packet from other networks and therefore introduce unexpected behavior into them. If
a packet is a broadcast packet and a CT packet we read the sequence number and the hop
count. Based on the sequence number we decide whether the packet is retransmitted,
if this sequence number was retransmitted less then N times it is retransmitted. Before
retransmission the hop count is increased by one and written back to the frame buffer
in the transceiver. Therefore, we read and write a constant number of byte per packet,
five bytes are read and one byte is written. This is independent from the payload size,
thus the time between reception and retransmission should be shorter and should not
vary based on the payload size, in comparison to Glossy based on CC2420. This is due to
the fact that Glossy needs to read the whole frame buffer each time a packet is received,
as described in Section 6.2.2.

6.4 Comparative Evaluation

To determine whether there are characteristics of one of the transceivers, AT86RF233
or CC2420, that would hinder the usage in CT applications, we compare them in sev-
eral ways. First we compare the differences in the timings between a transmission is
triggered by the CPU and the transceiver starts to transmit the packet into the medium. This is followed by a comparison of the Received Signal Strength (RSS) and Link Quality Indicator (LQI) under the influence of CT in a minimal setup. To verify that the transceivers do not add too much jitter in their packet reception path we did an evaluation on this aspect. At last we evaluated the ability to synchronize the time on different nodes of our protocol.

6.4.1 Transmission Start Timing

We start our comparison of the AT86RF233 and the CC2420 by comparing how long it takes the two transceivers to start a transmission after the CPU triggered it. This is an important metric; especially the variance of this time is interesting to be able to determine whether a transceiver is suitable for CT or not.

To measure the time we first had to define a point in time at which the CPU triggered the transmission. For the AT86RF233 this is quite simple, as a transmission is triggered by toggling the SLP_TR pin to its HIGH-state. This event can be triggered by a measurement device. For the CC2420 it is more complicated, as the transmission is triggered by a SPI command. To trigger on this command we chose to use the SPI-Chip Select (CS) pin, as it signals the client that the communication is over by returning to its HIGH-state. As the SPI-CS pin is toggled for each communication with the CC2420, reading/writing the frame buffer, configuration, etc., we needed to prevent these false triggers. Therefore, we used a GPIO pin of the CPU which is only in HIGH-state when a transmission is about to be triggered. Both pins, SPI-CS and the GPIO are connected by a logic AND to generate a rising edge each time a transmission is triggered.

The second point in time we had to define is, when did the transmitter start to send. We chose it to be when the transmission reached 90% of its maximum energy. The energy was measured by a Tektronix RSA5106A real time signal analyzer.

To be able to measure the time between these two points we connect the first signal to the Trigger-IN of the signal analyzer and the RF-signal to the RF-Input, as depicted in Figure 6.3.

Table 6.1: Transmission start timing results of cc2420 and AT86RF233

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AT86RF233</th>
<th>CC2420</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>minimum delay [µs]</td>
<td>156.9333</td>
<td>190.7667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mean delay [µs]</td>
<td>156.9685</td>
<td>190.8539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maximum delay [µs]</td>
<td>157.0067</td>
<td>190.9400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>standard deviation [µs]</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
<td>0.0370</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For each transceiver we measured 500 transmissions and found that the standard deviation of the transmission start timing for both is below 40 ns. As this is less than a tenth of the allowed 0.5 µs, we consider both transceivers as suitable for CT. This assumption is supported by the other results listed in Table 6.1. The difference between the maximum and minimum delay is also below 0.5 µs for both transceivers. In general the AT86RF233 seems to start the transmission faster, this is most likely because it does not have to decode the SPI command. This might also explain the difference in the standard deviation, this however could also be introduced by our logic in the trigger path.

### 6.4.2 Minimal Concurrent Transmission (CT) comparison

To compare both protocols, ours and Glossy, in the most controlled environment, we chose a minimal setup, as depict in Figure 6.4. It consists of one initiator node and two retransmitters (Node1 and Node2). In this evaluation the retransmitters send the packet back to the initiator. To minimize external factors from disturbing our measurements, the retransmitters work in a round-robin manner. As shown in the right part of Figure 6.4, the first packet is only retransmitted by Node1, the second one only by Node2 and the third one is retransmitted by both. For all following packets this scheme is
repeated. The decision which node retransmits the packet is based on the sequence number of the packet and the node’s id. Each time \( X \) in Equation (6.1) is zero, with the node_ids of the retransmitters being two and three, the packet is retransmitted.

\[
X = (\text{seq\_num} - (\text{node\_id} - 2) \mod 3)
\]  

(6.1)

That way we have the two Single Transmission (ST) as a base line to the CT. All nodes in the setup are AT86Rf233 equipped if our protocol is evaluated and if Glossy is evaluated all nodes are equipped with a CC2420 transceiver.

To determine the overall performance of both protocols we evaluated the packet loss, with and without CT. In order to measure the influence of CT each packet was only retransmitted once \( (N = 1) \). We defined the packet loss as the number of packets that are not received by the initiator. Therefore we assume the link from the initiator to the retransmitters to be of equal quality for both transceivers. To get the most reliable results we placed the nodes with a spacing of \( \approx 50 \text{ cm} \) between each other and let the initiator transmit 5000 packets.

Table 6.2: Packet loss comparison between CT and no CT with only one retransmission for AT86RF233 and CC2420

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sending Nodes</th>
<th>Packet Loss [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node1</td>
<td>Node2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results in Table 6.2 show that our implementation has a slightly higher packet loss. As the packet loss is also higher for both nodes as a single transmitter, it is likely that this loss results from the AT86RF233 internals, the HF-path or antennas used. For both transceivers the packet loss is lower when CT is used compared to the ST packet.
Figure 6.5: Comparison of RSSI values for the three different retransmission scenarios: only Node1 or Node2 are retransmitting or both (CT).

The RSS or Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) is another value that is often used to determine whether CT is beneficial to a transmission [14, 55, 58]. As the RSSI is a transceiver specific value, we use the RSS which is more comparable. To calculate the RSS from the RSSI we used the suggested way from the CC2420 [7] or AT86RF233 [3] datasheet respectively. For the CC2420 we used Equation (6.2) and for the AT86RF233 we used Equation (6.3).

\[
R_{\text{CC2420}} = \text{RSSI} - 45 \tag{6.2}
\]

\[
R_{\text{AT86RF233}} = -94 + \text{RSSI} \tag{6.3}
\]

The RSSI can be read from both transceivers for every received packet. It gives the energy received by the antenna during the packet reception. The values shown in Figure 6.5 are measured at the initiator, the network was setup as for the packet loss measurements. For the AT86RF233 Figure 6.5a shows RSS values as one would expect them to be: in the case of multiple transmitters the RSS rises. Packets transmitted by Node1 had a very constant RSS of −70 dBm. However, the minimum RSS is lower for Node 1&2 than only Node2. An interesting finding is that the standard deviation of the RSS gets much bigger for the Node 1&2 CT case.

The results for the CC2420 look vastly different, shown in Figure 6.5b, here the CT configuration has a lower mean RSS than the Node2 only configuration. Even though the mean RSS for Node 1&2 is higher than the one for Node 1, we can not confirm the
hypothesis that CT leads to a higher RSS.

IEEE 802.15.4 defines a second metric for the quality of a received signal, besides the RSS, it is called Link Quality Indicator (LQI). It give a more complex insight whether the link between two nodes is good or not, it describes how well the receiver was able to decode the packet. To do so, it gives an estimation of the sameness between the received chip sequence and the most similar one from the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [23]. In the following we explain the LQI in detail to give a better understanding why it is supposed to qualify links under CT influence better than the RSS.

As mentioned in Section 6.2.2 IEEE 802.15.4 uses chip sequences to spread the bits and thus be more resilient to interference. There are 16 chip sequences defined to represent all states of the 4 bit symbols. In Section 6.2.2 we described how a symbol is translated into a chip sequence. To understand the LQI we need to understand how a received chip sequence is translated back into the corresponding symbol.

After a chip sequence is received, the receiver compares it to the 16 defined sequences. It will translate the received sequence to the symbol whose chip sequence is most similar to the received one. In Figure 6.6 we give an example of a chip sequence where the fourth chip is flipped to zero. With this spreading technique the receiver is able to decode the symbol correctly and to mask the flipped chip. The LQI describes the difference between the received sequence and the defined sequence, therefore it gives a deeper insight to how well a signal was received. In contrast to the RSS the LQI is able to distinguish between an interfering and a contributing signal, under the assumption that an interfering signal would flip some of the chips in a sequence. Therefore, the LQI is the more appropriate metric to analyze the potential effect of CI during CT.

While recording the RSS we also recorded the LQI, the results are shown in Figure 6.7. For the AT86RF233 in the ST configurations the LQI was always 255 which is the maximum value and represents the best link quality. Therefore, the boxes for Node1 and Node2 are very thin in Figure 6.7a. The results for the CT configuration show a
Figure 6.7: Comparison of LQI values for the three different retransmission scenarios: only Node1 or Node2 are retransmitting or both (CT).

different situation, the maximum is still 255 but the minimum LQI is 167. Thus, the LQI shows that in fact it is interference which harms the signal and leads to errors in the chip sequences.

The results for the CC2420 show a very similar situation, shown in Figure 6.7b. Even though the LQI is not at its maximum for all transmission in the ST, the variance is a lot bigger in the CT configuration. The fact that the ST configuration did not result in the maximum value gives the opportunity to check whether the CT is able to increase the quality of some transmission. As shown in Figure 6.7b the maximum of Node1 and Node1&2 are at the same level. This indicates that the original Glossy was not able to introduce the intended CI in our setup.

### 6.4.3 Reception Start Timing

While implementing and testing our implementation we noticed a significant variation in the timing of the reception start interrupt (\(rx\_start\)) on different AT86RF233 receiving the same message. This \(rx\_start\) indicates the start of reception, it is triggered right after the PHY header was detected by the transceiver. To measure the difference in these timings we connected a logic analyzer to the \(rx\_start\) pin of the transceivers.

In Figure 6.8 we illustrate the \(rx\_start\) jitter (\(J_{rx\_start}\)). Assuming a static processing time this jitter effects the \(tx\_start\) jitter (\(J_{tx\_start}\)). To measure the jitter our implementation adds while processing the packet (\(J_{processing}\)), we also connected the \(tx\_start\) pin to our logic analyzer. The results of the evaluation are shown in Table 6.3 for both transceivers, the AT86RF233 and the CC2420.
Both implementations show mean jitters which are within the range of 0.5 µs. However, the $J_{\text{rx\_start}}$ of the AT86RF233 has a jitter of over 1 µs, which also lead to a $J_{\text{tx\_start}}$ of the same magnitude. As $J_{\text{processing}}$ is defined by Equation (6.4) as the difference between $J_{\text{tx\_start}}$ and $J_{\text{rx\_start}}$, both implementations show negligible values for $J_{\text{processing}}$.

$$J_{\text{processing}} = J_{\text{tx\_start}} - J_{\text{rx\_start}} \quad (6.4)$$

The more daunting jitter is $J_{\text{rx\_start}}$, as it is solely caused by hardware internals of the AT86RF233. As there are no configuration variables to manipulate this logic, a mitigation of $J_{\text{rx\_start}}$ in software is impossible.

Although the jitter for the AT86RF233 is close to the 500 ns and therefore close to the threshold of CI [14], our evaluation in Section 6.4.2 shows that the packet loss is not significantly higher as for one transmitter.

### 6.4.4 Synchronization Comparison

In Glossy there is a synchronization method, as we mentioned in Section 6.2.1. To complete our comparison we did a brief evaluation how well our implementation is able to synchronize nodes. We used the same method and parameters as Ferrari et al. in [14] and set our retransmission counter to $N = 3$. During the evaluation we measured the time difference between the initiator and the retransmitters after each hop.

In Figure 6.9 we show the mean value of the time synchronization with the standard deviation for both retransmitting nodes separately. As a result, both nodes stay within
the range of the synchronization error of Glossy given by Ferrari et al., in particular, $\leq 0.4 \pm 4.8 \mu s$ [14].

### 6.5 Testbed Evaluation

In Section 6.4 we showed that our implementation has comparable performance to the original glossy. To evaluate the TC performance of the AT86RF233 in a real-world scenario, we deployed a testbed in our office building that is shown in Figure 6.10. As a reference time signal we used the GPS time, therefore we equipped each node with an ublox NEO-M8Q GNSS-Module [53]. To evaluate the packet delivery rate we used five different configurations for $N (N = 1, \cdots, 5)$. For each configuration of $N$ we gathered how many of the packets transmitted by the initiator were received by the different nodes. The average packet delivery rate as a function of the retransmission value $N$ is summarized in Figure 6.11. The nodes that are located far away from the initiator need more retransmissions to be reached. This is due to the fact that more hops need to be made by the packet. Therefore, the chance to a packet being lost is higher. As an example, for $N = 1$ a delivery ratio of only 82% is achieved for node 3, for node 4 it is higher than 99%. For $N \geq 3$ the delivery ratio reaches 99% for all nodes.

An interesting fact is that all nodes behind node 10 have a significant lower packet
reception rate than the other nodes. As all nodes are identical and node 10 is a lonely node we assume this might be an effect of not being able to perform CT as the other nodes.

To evaluate the time synchronization in real multihop scenarios we used the same testbed. For the ground truth time we connected the Pulse Per Second (PPS)-signal of the NEO-M8Q to an interrupt pin of our micro-controller. Each time the interrupt was triggered the microcontroller gathered the timestamp. By comparing the timestamps we can calculate the error of the time synchronization. The PPS-signal of all GNSS-Modules is supposed to generate a pulse at the same time around the world. As the NEO-M8Q’s PPS-signal has an accuracy of \(60\text{ ns}\) [53] and our microcontroller runs at \(8\) MHz, Shannon’s sampling theorem [47] says we are able to measure the timing accurately.

The results in Figure 6.12 show that on the one hand the mean time difference to the initiator stays in the same range as for the evaluation in Section 6.4. On the other hand, the standard deviation is larger due to the larger number of nodes tested.
Concurrent Transmission Emulation

As the measurements taken in Section 6.4.3 raised doubts whether the AT86rf233 can be synchronized accurate enough to perform CT but the evaluation in Section 6.5 and Section 6.4.2 showed good results, a further investigation in CT was necessary. Therefore, we created a CT-emulator to be able to evaluate under which conditions CT is beneficial to the transmission.

6.6.1 Emulator Setup

The emulator consists of two HackRF One\textsuperscript{1} Software Defined Radios (SDRs) and two transceivers of the type to be evaluated. The SDRs are connected to a PC running GNU-Radio\textsuperscript{2}. As shown in Figure 6.13 each transceiver is connected to one SDR. In our emulation we define one transceiver as the receiver and the other one as the sender. The sender’s signal is captured by the connected SDR and send to the PC. On the PC the signal can be manipulated using GNURadio. The manipulated signal is then transferred to the second SDR and sent to the receiver. To mitigate external influences we use coaxial cables to connect the transceivers to the SDRs.

To have the most similar signals in our CT emulations, we use only one sender. The signal of that sender is duplicated in GNURadio. Together with a Delay-block the duplication emulates the second sender that is transmitting the same signal a little delayed. In Figure 6.14 we depicted how a real-world CT scenario transforms into our emulations. By changing the delay we can emulate different synchronization accuracy

\textsuperscript{1}\url{https://greatscottgadgets.com/hackrf/}  
\textsuperscript{2}\url{https://www.gnuradio.org/}
between the senders. To emulate two links that are effected by different attenuation, we use the two Gain-blocks. As our emulation can be considered noise free we added a Noise-block to add different amounts of noise to the signal. To the best of our knowledge this is the first setup that can evaluate large numbers of packets under the same CT conditions with signals being transmitted and received by real WSN-hardware.

**6.6.2 Noiseless Concurrent Transmission (CT) Emulation**

To evaluate CT under ideal conditions we started with emulating a noiseless channel between the senders and the receiver. The goal of this evaluations was to see what delay leads to a significant increase of the packet loss. Additionally we will show how the different transceivers handle different amounts of delay. For each delay setting we transferred at least 100 packets. For each received packet we recorded the RSS and LQI. In Figure 6.15 the packet loss, LQI and RSS are plotted over the delay we introduced into the emulation. The plots of RSS and LQI end at the point no more packets were received.

In Figure 6.16a the results for the AT86RF233 are plotted and show a non-surprising decline in the RSS and LQI for raising delays. Noticeable is the packet loss plot, it rises at about 700 ns, this is far later than the expected 500 ns known from the literature, e.g. by Ferrari et al. [14]. The LQI on the other hand starts to degrade from 250 ns. We argued before that the LQI shows how destructive the interference of the second sender is, therefore we can assume non-destructive interference stops at 250 ns. Another reason for a degrading LQI could be noise. However, as we did not add any noise in our emulator, the reason for the decreasing LQI must be the signal of the second sender.
In contrast to the evaluation of the AT86RF233 the packet loss results for the CC2420, shown in Figure 6.15b, support the assumption that CT becomes destructive interference for delays > 500 ns. The LQI data reveals that the signal deteriorates much earlier, in particular at 150 ns.

6.6.3 Noise Effected Concurrent Transmission (CT) Emulation

Assuming a noise free channel is a rather unrealistic assumptions. To get a baseline how the noise affects the signal from a single transmitter we disabled the second path in our emulator and measured packet loss, LQI and RSS for several noise levels. Figure 6.16 shows the results for this evaluation. As our emulator is not able to measure the incoming signal’s energy in physical units, our noise level is also unit free. It is given as a relation to the signals amplitude, which was 0.5 on the same scale.

Both RSS plots, for the CC2420 and the AT86RF233, show that the RSS increases with
Figure 6.17: Concurrent Transmission (CT) under noise influence. The noise level was chosen to the level where a single transmitter had 99% packet loss (0.07). Noise is given without unit due to emulator limitations.

Figure 6.18: 50% packet loss threshold over different noise levels and transmission delays. The red line shows the noise level at which a ST has 50% packet loss. Noise is given without unit due to emulator limitations.

Based on the results of the prior evaluation we determine the noise level at which the receiver was only able to decode 1% of the sent packets. This step was done for each transceiver individual, afterwards the lower one (0.07) was taken to evaluate both transceivers. Having disturbed signals, CT should improve the signals quality at the receiver, as the two signals add up to an amplitude of 1.0 in the best case. We chose to
use the same noise level for both transceiver chips, CC2420 and AT86RF233, to make the evaluation more comparable.

Figure 6.17 shows the results of the same evaluation as in Section 6.6.2 but with a noise level of 0.07. The RSS has a higher variance for both transceivers, for the AT86RF233 it is decreasing monotonically but for the CC2420 it decreases between 0 ns and 200 ns but increases again from 500 ns. Interestingly, the delay threshold at which the packet loss starts to rise is almost the same for the CC2420, comparing the noise affected evaluation (Figure 6.17b) and the noiseless one (Figure 6.15b). For the AT86RF233 this threshold is about 200 ns lower compared to the noiseless evaluation (Figure 6.15a). This observation leads to the assumption that, at least for the AT86RF233, the ability to decode CT signals depends on the noise level on the channel.

To test this assumption we evaluated how the packet loss is linked to the transmission delay in combination to the noise level. Figure 6.18 depicts the highest noise level where at least 50 % of the packets were received as a function of the transmission delay. The red line represents the noise level at which a ST suffers form 50 % packet loss. The ST packet loss describes a vertical line as it is not affected by the transmission delay. We chose to plot 50 % packet loss as we see it as a border where links must be considered unreliable. Every other percentage would show a similar graph only shifted, squeezed or stretched. This evaluation proves the ability to decode CT signals depends on the noise level in the channel. The behavior is similar for both evaluated transceivers. Figure 6.18 also shows that a CT signal with more than 400 ns transmission delay is less likely to be decoded correctly than a ST signal, even though the CT signal has twice as much energy. Therefore, to get a real gain from CT the transmission delay should be far below 500 ns.

### 6.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented our minimalist implantation of a CT protocol on an AT86RF233. To verify that it performs CT as well as Glossy on the CC2420 we performed a comparative evaluation between the two implementations on their corresponding transceiver chip. In this evaluation we used the minimal setup of three nodes and compared the packet loss, RSS and LQI of both transceivers in CT and ST configurations. This evaluation showed a similar performance for both transceivers. To verify that our implementation is able to operate in larger networks we performed an evaluation in a testbed in our office environment. The results of this evaluation also showed similar results for our implementation as the original evaluation of Glossy [14].

The LQI values of the comparative evaluation did raise doubts whether CT is beneficial to the quality of the received signal. These doubts were strengthened by the evaluation of the jitter of the reception start timing. To investigate under which conditions CT is beneficial we developed an emulator to evaluate CT under the most controlled conditions possible, using real hardware transceivers. These evaluations showed that
the manageable delay between the two concurrent transmissions that does not lead to packet loss, differs between the two transceivers. Further we were able to show that the acceptable delay also depends on the noise level in the channels used for the CT.

As we have shown, it is possible to use CT with transceiver chips other than the CC2420. Utilizing such a technique to coordinate several TCs is beneficial, as for example schedules can be transferred to several TCs that need to be merged. However, to use CT in an industrial environment the ability for heterogeneous networks, consisting of nodes with different transceiver chips, would be necessary to ensure interchangeability between robots and machines of different manufactures. To form such networks a protocol that evens out the various timing differences would be necessary. One way to realize such a protocol would be to measure all timings, like the rx_start and tx_start delay or the time to copy bytes into the packet buffer, of all the different transceivers in the network and delay all timing to fit the slowest one. As this a labor-intensive, a way to automate the adjustments would be necessary to deploy networks with a number of different transceivers.
7 Conclusion

The use cases for CPSs are ranging from industrial automation to search-and-rescue applications. For now it is not possible to use mobile CPSs in applications that require tight cooperation of multiple CPSs. One reason is the lack of a communication infrastructure that supports real-time communication and that is still flexible enough to adapt to changes in the network’s topology and configuration.

7.1 Contributions

In this thesis we proposed an architecture for wireless real-time networks which are able to adapt to application, topology and environmental changes without any interruption in executing the applications with performance guarantees. Most importantly we designed the system in a way which ensures that real-time requirements of the communication are not harmed during the adaption to the changed situation. In Chapter 2 we introduced a scenario of mobile robots which need to cooperate to fulfill their task, we called such a group of robots TC. Further, we motivated why such TCs need to be able to change their topology. Based on the identified challenges, we proposed an architecture consisting of four main components: time synchronization, the real-time network stack, the scheduling algorithm and the management protocol. This architecture needs to be able to perform three operations to manage a TC. The first one is the synchronization of several TCs in order to make sure they share a common time base. This is needed to perform the second operation: the merge operation. This operation is used to integrate nodes or TCs into another existing TC. The third operation is the split operation, which is used to separate TCs. Following to the architectural overview we took a closer look to the different components and how they are designed to cooperatively execute these three operations.

To achieve a time synchronization accurate enough to close feedback loops over several nodes, we propose a time synchronization, in Chapter 3, which is bases on PTP. By taking well proven principles from PTP and optimizing them to the special features and challenges in our system we were able to reduce the communication overhead. As nodes that are equipped with low-cost crystal oscillators show a significant drift between their time, we introduce a drift compensation that is able to minimize the drift to a minimum. In a real world evaluation we were able to show that the time synchronization is able to synchronize the time on all nodes on a sub-microsecond range. Utilizing such an accurate time synchronization offers the ability to develop a TDMA-based network stack that needs minimal guard times.
In Chapter 4 we present such a TDMA-based network stack to handle the real-time communication needed between the nodes in one TC. The main design goal for this stack was to keep the jitter and delay it introduces into the communication between tasks as low as possible. To guarantee that the time between a task is executed and the transfer of the data needed or provided by that task is constant, we introduced the node scheduler. This node scheduler combines the scheduling of a task’s execution and the scheduling of the data transfer in one schedule. As each data transfer has a defined time-slot and data is supposed to be transferred at the beginning of this time-slot, the task execution is schedule at the end of the previous time-slot. Thus, the transmission start time as well as the execution start time have a minimum jitter between two executions of the same task. While developing the network layer great care was taken to make sure that the time, needed to deliver packets to a local task and to load packets into the transceiver buffer, is as constant as possible. Another goal was to utilize multicast traffic to be able to deliver data to several tasks at different nodes at the same time. This feature makes it easier to use the same feedback on different nodes to close one or several loops. Moreover, it helps to save resources. The whole network stack was designed in a way that changing the schedule or the configuration of the transceiver adds only a minimum amount of jitter to the communication and execution of tasks. In a real world evaluation we proved that our network stack is able to keep the jitter in the realm of few microseconds, even if schedules and configurations were changed.

The scheduling of all tasks needed to fulfill an application on the different nodes in a TC is challenging. Especially the dependencies between these tasks and the fact that nodes can only listen to one communication at a time makes the scheduling challenging. The scheduling problem gets even more complex if mobility is introduced and the schedules need to be adapted to certain changes without harming real-time requirements of applications that have to continue while the changes are applied. In Chapter 5 we present the constraints a scheduling algorithm needs to follow to create schedules that fulfill all requirements needed by the TC. To get a baseline on how much jitter certain tasksets have in an optimal schedule and how many tasksets in our evaluation set of tasksets are scheduleable, we implemented a MILP based scheduler. Through extensive evaluation we found that the computational complexity of solving our MILP-model on embedded devices is too high. It is important to notice here that the new schedule has to be generated between the time two TCs recognized each other until they are in transmission range of the TDMA network.

To generate schedules with a lower computational complexity, we introduced a heuristic approach. This approach is based on the hypothesis that schedules with evenly distributed tasks have a higher possibility to be mergeable than schedules in which tasks are scheduled very densely. To proof this hypothesis we used our MILP-model and merged the tasksets in our evaluation set. In a comparative evaluation we showed
that the heuristic has a much more constant runtime than the MILP-model especially over different schedule lengths. Not only is the runtime more constant, it is also much shorter in almost all cases, only for very short schedules the MILP-model is faster. By setting constant and short runtimes as the design goal for the heuristic the performance in terms of minimum jitter and schedulable tasksets suffered, as our evaluation showed. Nevertheless, both approaches generate valid schedules and the decision which one is more applicable depends on the application, e.g. the speed at which robots operate and their computation power.

On of the most important tasks of the management protocol is to distribute important information in a TC and also to neighboring TCs. In Chapter 6 we identified that protocols based on CT, like Glossy, are a good option to disseminate information in a TC. As protocols from this class lack the concept of a network topology, they can also be used to send this information to neighboring TCs using multihop communication. Their ability to synchronize time in multihop scenarios helps to prepare the merge of TCs. Saving the time for routing and other forwarding computation is beneficial, as this time can be used to react to the received information. As all research on data dissemination protocols utilizing CT is based on the same transceiver family, it was unknown how such protocols would perform on other hardware. To determine the generality of the statements made about CT, we implemented a minimalist CT protocol for the AT86RF233 transceiver. In a comparative evaluation we determined that the performance of the original Glossy and our implementation is similar in terms of packet loss and synchronization ability. These results were strengthened by a real-word testbed evaluation in our offices. Additionally, we evaluated the effect which CT has on the LQI. This evaluation raised serious doubts on the claimed non-destructiveness of the interference which CT adds to a signal. To investigate the influence CT has on a signal, we introduced an emulation setup that mitigates influences from the environment to the signal. Based on these evaluations we showed that even small timing differences between the senders deteriorate the signal quality. This deterioration is masked by the chip spreading technique used in IEEE 802.15.4. Therefore, CT-based protocols are applicable for information dissemination in and between TCs. However, for now such networks must be very homogeneous as timings of different transceiver types might differ vastly and present protocols cannot handle such differences.

7.2 Outlook

Beside the contrition we made, there are still challenges to solve until real-time networks can adapt to changing environments autonomously and do this fully transparent to the application. In this section we discuss some of the challenges which are left open and also some questions that arose throughout this work.

The most important challenge in the time synchronization is to generalize our
approach to different hardware platforms. To make our approach applicable to an industrial application, it needs to be manufacturer independent. This is to a certain degree also true for our TDMA network stack, as it relies on the same hardware features. However, most of the mechanisms used to guarantee the timing accuracy are hardware independent.

A more important question to be answered is: how much can applications influence the accuracy if they behave in unexpected ways or even maliciously? This leads directly to the challenge of hardening the system against such behavior and also to general questions about security in such networks. This comprises not only encryption of the transmitted information and how this effects the jitter of transmission, receptions, and delivery to tasks, but also about access control and how to incorporate nodes into a TC and how/whether TCs can be merged even though their communication needs to be confidential to each other.

Although these questions are reaching into the realm of the scheduling algorithm, there are further challenges in the scheduling of TCs. One would be to gather real-world application task sets and to optimize the heuristic approach to these applications in order to minimize the jitter and maximize the ability to combine the tasksets. Another way to enhance the scheduling performance would be to minimize the MILP-model and therefore reduce the complexity to solve it. The most promising way to enhance the ability to merge TCs for both scheduling approaches is to allow schedules that are only used in order do make the original schedules mergeable. For now, two schedules are merged in only one step. Using several iterations of schedules in both TCs would loosen the jitter and maximal data age constraints and, thus, ease the task of merging TCs.

To evaluate the risk of such frequent schedule changes, a CT-based management protocol needs to be integrated into the node scheduling system of the TDMA network stack. An open question regarding CT is: why do some transceivers decode CT signals with certain inter-transmission delay correct while other do not. To answer this question in-depth knowledge of the differences in the internals of these transceivers would be necessary. As this knowledge is intellectual property of the manufactures, it is most likely very hard to come by. A more interesting challenge from a research perspective is how heterogeneous CT networks could adjust their timings autonomously so that all transceivers can participate in a CT.

The most crucial questions however is: how accurate can an application developer estimate the requirements of the applications and how do the variations between the estimation and reality influence the performance of an application as a whole.
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